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QtAPTER l 
INTROO\alOI MD LITERATURE R£YllW 
Bacteria isolated from special environments often possess unusual 
phys1ologtcal charactertst1cs which are necessary for ttteir growth lml 
su"tval in their habit.at. Tttese characten vary frGM extraordinary temper-
ature ept1.., for growth to the requfNlltftt for certain ions found in the 
envtror111ent. A problem facing bacter1olog1s'tl who attempt to classify these 
organts• 1s the taxonomic s1p1ftcana of these characur1stics. Most 
111rlne bacteria. those which require detectable ••unu of Ma+ for growth, 
which have been isolated so far. are •rphologtcally and pbystolegically 
s1m11ar to terrestrial species of recovntzecl genera. The reqvt,...nt for 
Na+ by •rine bacteria bas beCOM the •1• phys1o1ogtc:al fHture used to 
distf ngwisb between marine and terrestrial bacteria. Wlltther or not the 
+ requiremeat. for fia bJ aar1ne blcterfa 1s a charactertst1c siptftcant 
eaough by itself to warrant generic separation of marine anct terrestrial 
bacteria 1s the purpose of this tbelfa. Lftenture relating to the classf• 
f1cat1on of •rine bacteria. be tt by their ,...1,...,.t for Na*, nUMr1cll 
•thocls of aaalysts. er by • stud)' of their DIA base COflPOStt1ons, wt 11 
be renewed here. 
1. 
ZoBell 1nd Upball (45) deftned •r1ne bacteria as bactel"ta from the 
sea which, on 1nttta1 1solatton. required a mfit• conta1ntnt seawater. 
These authors tnttnt1ona11y spec1f1e4 •oa 1ntt1a1 tsolatfenft since previous 
work ta their laboratory had shown that after pnlengecl laborator,y cult1-
vatton certain ch1ttnoclast1c bacteria developed the abtlttJ to grow tn 
freshwater ae41• (44). Ustng a chemfol11 deftne4 •dh111, Macl.eod and 
Onofrey (20) showed that •rtne bacteria exhibited a specfftc requtNMnt 
for Ha+. leifson (17) reported tbtt his 111r1ne isolates could be divided 
tnto 3 groups on the basts of tMtr mtntlUll fta+ requirements: 1) marine 
str1tn1 wh1dl required from o.os • 0.2 M Na+; 2) stmi-114r1M stretns which 
required fru 0.001 ... 0.05 M Na+; 3) terrestrtal stratas whtch required 
less than 0.001 M Na•. 
Studies on the sub11tt,y of the Na• reqvtNMnt have been conducted by 
1 BUllber of workers. zoaen and Mtchf!ner (43) found that 9 of 12 cultures 
whtcn tnt'ttally required seawater were able to grow tn a fresh water •d1• 
after the cultures had been held for 5 110nth1 without transfer. Letfson 
(17) observed that the ftUlllben of v1at>le 181111 .... rtne bacterf1 tn various 
sNWatel" •111Pl•1 tncreased while the nUl!Abers of vf Ible marine types decreased 
as the storege time was lengthened. The change ta the poputattons of these 
seaweter samples may be a reflectton of tbe sens1tf v1ty of the at1ne bac-
teria to prolonged storage lftd/or of an act.,_1 change in thetr m1n11U1ll N1• 
requt.-..nts. 
2. 
By plat1ng heavy suspensions of marine bacteria on Trypt1case medh111 
+ prepared without added Ha • Pratt and Weddell (29} obtained a few colon1n 
of marine bacter1a which they concluded arose from mutants no longer re-
quiring tta•. Several other workers, Stuter (46), Macleod and Onofrey (21} 1 
and Ltttleweod and Postgate (19), have all reported limited success tn 
growing 111r1ne bacteria at lowered salt concentrations .. 
Most studies on tile stabil tty of the Na+ requ1re11eat wre conducted 
using complex media which had a cons1de.-.ble and variable concentration 
of Ha+. Macleod and Onofrey (21) reported that a fla• photometric analysis 
+ of their Trypt1case 111dtua prepared without added Na revealed a concentra-
+ + tton of 0.028 M Ha present u a contamtnent. This concentration of Na 
was sufffctent to permit the growth of some 111r1ne and all sem1....,.rine bac-
teria. Using 1 chearlctlly def'IMd 11edtum, Macleod and Onofrey (21} attnptect 
to grow •r1ne bacteria at lowered Ha+ levels and to tftduce non-Na+ requtr1ag 
autants by ultraviolet 1rradtat.ton. Even after 11any serial transfen. during 
wh1ch th:e Na+ concefltrat1on was gradually reduced, all cultures still ex-
i'lb1ted a def1nttt: requirement for Ha• even though some did grow faster 
and at a lower ,..+ concentration than did the parent strains. A total of 
14 tsolates were obtained following ultraviolet trr1di1tton wbtch were able 
to grow 1• a chemtcally defined MdtURt without added Ha•. The growth of 
these mutants was st1111Ul1ted by adcied Na+ but this stimulation was eastly 
lest. The non-Ha• requiring mutants were phys1ologtca11y s1m1lar to their 
•rine parent strains except that they had lost their •bility to hydrolyze 
9el1ttn and had gained the capacity to reduce nitrates to nitrites. 
3. 
From these early experbwmts tt appeared that the requhement for Na+ 
by at1rine bacteria was qua11tat1ve1y specific although 1ts quantttat1ve 
stab111ty was questionable. Much of the confusion apparent 1n these studies 
+ resulted from the use of media which contained endogeneous Ma • TMs fact 
by itself can explain the growth of many tRar1ne bacteria tn 14Nl+•free" 
+ 
media. Most other recorded changes tn the Na requirement of marine bac-
teria have been the result of the prolonged stonge of cultures. Whether 
+ th• storage of cultures led to a loss of the Na ~u1remttnt by 111rine bac-
teria and/or to a reduct1on 1n the minimum,..+ requirement which then allowed 
+ them to grow h1 a "Na -free" 111d1um was not clear. 
Sneath (36.37) proposed the use of cOMputers 1n bacterial classtft-
cat1on. He revived Adanson•s principles which suted that organisms should 
be classified by their overall similarity to each other and that the overall 
s1m11ar1ty was the proportion of characters possessed in cORll!On by two 
organ1s111. In this system every character was of equal importance in 
creating taxa whtle the divisions between taxa were based on correlated 
features. 
Stnce> in an analysts of thts tyoe. every character is of equal weight 
it 1s necessary to perform a large number of randomly selected tests 
(50-100) on each culture. The test results are then encoded us1ng symbols 
which a computer has been programmed to recognize. These symbols correspond 
to the test results. The usval symbols are (1) J111n1ng pos1t1ve. 
4. 
(O) meaning negattve. and (NC) meaning no comparison. The (HC) s~ol fs 
used when data are missing. when the test does net apply to the culture 
umier study. or 1n the handltng of quant1tat1ve data. 
The encoded data are then puftched onto cards and fed into a compvter 
whtch has been progr1mt11ed to perforin a series of simple computations. Every 
possible comb1Ratton of strains 1s c~red and the number of characters in 
which both stratns of 1 pair score (1) and the number 1n whtch one scores 
(1) and the other (0) are counted. The computer does not compare a (0) 
with a (0), a (1} with a (0), or any comb1"4t1on tn which the (NC) symbol 
appears. S1m11arft.1 (S) values are then calculated according to the formula: 
s • Ns":.·ka· where Ns is the number of char1cters positive for both strains 
and Md the number of features positive for one but not the other. Once 
the stmtlarity values are calculated the computer sorts the strains into 
groups. This ts uiually done by the highest 11nk method (37). The s11'11· 
lar1ty values are inspected for paired values of 0.99 and then thfs process 
is repeated with levels reduced consecutively by 0.1. E•ch organis• ts 
paired at its highest sba11ar1ty value to any other organism. A number 
of groups thus arise which join together at the highest stm11ar1ty level 
existing between any members of tbe two groups. The trta1n purpose of this 
approach 1s to create taxa which can then be 1d•nt1fied objectively and 
reproducibly. 
Several modtf1cat1ons of the or19tnal scoring technique proposed by 
Sneath have occurred. Changes suggested by i•rs end Lockhart (1) 
5. 
facilitated the han<ll1n14 of quantitative data and characters for which there 
was no lO'~ical bas1s for deciding which was the positive state. 
Sokal ~nd Michener (39) devised a scoring technique tn which negative 
1 Hp + Nn matches were counted. In the r system S • Np +f>ln' + Hd where Np was the 
nwiber of postt1ve matches. Nn the number of negative matches. and Nd was 
the number of tests for which one strafn was positive and the other negative. 
Several investigators (9.27) haw compared both scoring procedures. one 
counting and the other dfsregardtng negative matches, on the sama set of 
data and the results were stll'll1r. Those codes which included negative 
matches provided a clearer separatfon of groups. however. Negative matches 
are now used in most analyses to calculate stm1br1ty values. 
Numerical methods of analysis have been used to study the relationship 
of marine to terrestrial bacteria. Colwell and Gochnauer (4) studied 60 
cultures of marine bacteria using approxtately 100 characteristics. The 
data were then compared with similar data for other memben of the 
~'- and the &~adtil••· Their results suggested that marine 
bacteria should not be placed in separate genera. Similar results were 
reported by Hansen •t: at .. (10) who, 1n a coraputer study of the marine bac-
terium 1!8. ptaotoi.da. showed a s1m11ar1ty of P11. pl.11oi.m.dtl to other species 
of h•udomonas at a level considered adequate for assignment to the genus. 
Included 1n a computer analysis by Colwell and Listen (3) of 40 cul· 
tures which contained species of Zan~ and Pa~ were 5 cultures 
1solate<I from marine sources. Three of these cultures formed a cluster 
6. 
with the character1st1cs of a psychroph11ic le~ ~nt1•a. 1 fourth 
joined a mesophtlic Jtr. at1Z'k(llnHa group. while the ftfth organism showed 
no affinity to any cluster formed in th@ analysis. 
A determinative scheme for the d1fferent1at1on of gram negattve rods 
found 1n the marine envtronment was proposed by Shew&n (32).. On the bash 
of flagellation. reactton in Hugh af\d letfson •d1um. and ptgmentat1on, 
his fS~ strains could be d1v1ded tnto 4 groups.. Group I contained 
those organisms which were ox1d&t1ve tn the Hugh and Leifson medium and 
produced a d1ffLtS1ble fluorescent pigment. Group II strains metabolized 
glucose oxidatively but dtd not produce diffusible pigments. Group Ill 
organisms gave an alkaline reaction in the glucose med1um and liberated 
no fluorescent pigments, whereas Group IV strains did not chante the Hugh 
and Le1fson mediWM and did not produce diffusible- pigments. AeJfOll'lOPfa8 and 
Vi.bttio species were differentiated from JN~ species by their fermen-
tative metabolisM of glucose. This schewe was used for the identification 
of both marine and terrestrial isolates at the iteneric level. Whan a coot· 
par1son of the class1fteation of bacteria derived by us1ng this scheme and 
tbat wde by 1nm1n•1ca1 taxono19 was ude, the results were s1i:d1ar. Study-
ing iO isolates from marine sources by numerical taxonoJQ,V, 3 groups were 
formed. In general, these groups corruponded to the 4 groups proPosed 
before except thlt \}roup1 Ill and IV were almst 1n41st1nguishable. 
In another stwdy, a numerical analysis of 38 isolates from deep sea 
sediments by Quigley and Colwell (30) revealed 5 groups of which 4 were 
1dentffted as species of the genus JNudomonaa. one of wh1ch was tdent1f1ed 
as Pe. ft~.. The deep sea strains,, with the exception of those iden-
tified as a. f'/,uDH•Otllnll• when compared with 132 marine and terrestrial 
strains, clustered separately from all other marine strains. 
froM the results of thftse numerical studies it appears that most workers 
nav~ found similar marine and terrestrial bacteria to be closely ralated. 
This 1s not too surprtstng since the distinction between these groups is 
based mainly on the requtl"'el!tnt for Na+ by marine bacteria. In numerical 
a1ethods of analysts. in which all characters are of equal wtgnt, this one 
character contributes ver.y little to the formation of groups. In these 
studies all beeterta isolated from the ocean were considered to be marine. 
This fs not neeessar11y so since the oceans are continuously contaminated 
with terrestrial bacteria capable of surviving tn the marine habitat. It 
is important to demnstrete a requ1reomt for Na+ by these bacteria so that 
one would be able tn distinguish true oarine bacteria from those whtch are 
trans1ent in the marine env1row~ient. 
The determ1natio" of the DNA base composf t1on has made important con-
tributions to taxonortty since it has shown that related bacteria have similar 
overall ONA base compositions (11,2Z). In most instances studies of the 
DNA base comt>OSttton have confil"tlled ttta present system of classification 
1nd a ho those based on CC>ft'f)Uter studies ( S, 7 ,34). Most genera have been 
char~cter1zed by a range of % Gt into which their mefnbers fit. Species 
a. 
of Pse'Utit'»JftmtlB have been found to possess GC contents ranv1ng from 57·70I 
(22}, cauZobaot;aw f.-oL1 62.·67S (ZS), and Vlbrto froiu 44 ... 5a1 (33). A catalog 
of the DNA base compcsft1on of 111ny bacteria may be found in Hill (11). 
The DNA af terrestrial batter1a his been extenshely chlncterfzed wtth 
respect to its 1· GC conter;t. The J. S'C of similar marine and terrestrial 
bacteria are not alw15ys the samr:. Comparison of the i GC content {43 .. 5) 
of the ONA of the l.\lar1ne bacteriuffl ni. pi.tu .. "'1.atda with that of the tern?$• 
trial pseudO!lOntds (51 .. 70!) shewed the r:,arfne bacteriur.1 to have a much 1ower 
% SC content (23}. S1mflar difference$ fn the base ratios of ~rir.e bacteria 
classified as ps~udomonads and their terrestrial (.(;Lmterparts have been 
reported hy Letfson and Mandel (lS) and Jotmsori (13). 
Sulfate reducfn~ bacteria could be d1v1~d into 3 groups based on 
their DNA base coms=-os t ti on ( 35) : group I , ~0 .. 6ti Ge; group II • 54 .. 5&1 GC; 
group III. 41-47% SC. eoth marine and fresh water strains were found in 
groups I and II whfle only marine strains wurt; in ;itoup III. ~Ith these 
bacteria ft was ootfced th"t a losi o1 the Ma+ requ1rement (determtned tn 
a complex medium) by one stratn had nc effect on 1ts DNA base e0t."lf)Osftfon. 
Speetes of other genera, such as CauZobaoteP and VD:rl'.*i.o, appeared rela-
tively homogeneous in respact to their mU\ base co,flj'l0Sit1ons regardless 
of whether they were mar1ni! or ternstrial {1l.2Jl). 
It appears then that e rnqu1rament for Na+ is not an indicator of iny 
difference in the ONA base eomposf tion between marine and tarr-~stria1 bac-
teria st nee it 1s not cfrectly corr~lated with the Otit. base cor;~1 t1on 1n 
9. 
111111 genera. Organ1sa res•11ng pseudomonads are a major problt11 in the 
c1assif1cat1on of martne bacteria since they are widely distributed 1n the 
n-.ar1ne habitat and show substantial variation, both phys1ologica11y and 
genet1ca 1 ly. 
This study w111 concern ftself wf th the class1ffcatfcm of 111r1ne bac-
teria. Atte11Pts wn 1 be made to correlate the requirement for Na+ by marine 
bacteria with other physfologtcal clata and this wfll be compared through 
the use of ru•rfcal taxonOlfl1 with similar data detenatned here for selected 
terrestrial bacteria. An analysts of the base c.pos1tfon of the DNA frore 
representlttve marine bacteria w111 be perforrae4 and these results wtll be 
contrasted with those presented heN and fn the lf terature for various 
terrestrial bacterta. Based upon the results of these expert•nts, recom-
mendations concerning ttte clasatftcatfon of marine bacteria wtll be made. 
10. 
CHAPTER 2 
~IOCHPfICAL REACTIONS AND IDENTIFICATION OF CULTURES 
Glfltlra are generally deff ned on the basis of a few select morpttolegtcal 
and phystologtcal character1st1cs which have proven to be stable and relflble. 
The most COlllOn, but not all 1nclus1ve, lfst of c:ttaracterfstics used tnclvde 
gru reaction, so•t1c morpttology, flage11at1on, pfgmentat1on, and 0-F glucose 
reactfons. On the basts of these 5 charecter1st1cs 11>st of the known ter-
restrial genera can be d1st1ngu1shed. Marine bacteria have these character-
1st1cs in comon wfth comparable terrestrfol bacteria and hence can be 
assigned to one of the defined terrutr1al genera. Whether the classf ff .. 
cation of 111rtne "-cterta was based on 1 few character1st1cs, such as that 
of Shewan (32) or on 1 large ntlllber (4,10), as tn the IMDlrical apprNch, 
marine bacteria nave not been clearly d1fferent1ated ff'OIR terrestrial 
bacteria at the genus level. 
The most readfly detect.ble physiological df fference between marf ne 
and terrestrial bacteria ts the requirement for Na+ by the marine types and 
this character by ftself is used to d1ffeNnti1te between these groups of 
bacteria. The reqw11'8181ftt for Ha+ b.Y urine bacteria 1s • useful featvre 
tn ch1r1cteriz1ng species bvt it has not as yet shown itself valuable as 
a generic characteristic. 
In this chapter 89 morphelogical lftd pttys1ologfca1 characters will be 
detera1ned for each culture 1n the ce11ect1on under study. The data w111 
11. 
form the basts for the class1f1cat1on of all cultures and then wfll be in-
spected to deter11ine 1f any correlations exist with the requ1remant for 
ua + by the 111r1 ne types. The ata wn 1 then be encoded and used as the 
foundation for a study us1ng numer1ca1 taxonomy. 
12. 
~TERIALS MO MmfODS 
Culture Collection. The culture collection employed 1n th1s study 
consisted of 196 cultures of whfch 177 were isolated from marine sources 
as described by Letfson (16). The remainder were obtained from a culture 
collection ma1nta1ned at the Department of Microbiology. Loyola Unfvers1ty 
Str1tch SChool of Medfctne. and were mainly &~ spectes. A Hst 
of these cultures is recorded fn Table 1. 
For maintenance 1nd routine growth a broth md1t11t was used conshtfng 
of 0.21 Casftone (Difeo) and o.11 yeast extract (Dtfco) supplemented with 
the necessary nlts. The salts solution was prepared from reagent grade 
chem1c11s so that the final concentretfons fn the COllf)lete medfum were 
MgS04·7H2o. o.51; KCl, 0.11; tacl2·ZH2o. 0.051• Tr1s•HC1. o.oss. The pH 
was adjusted to 7 .. 5 with 5l KOH. For tbe marine isolates NaCl was added 
to ZS. The marine and terrestrial media w111 be referred to as M and T. 
respect1 ve ly. 
All cultures were stored at 4 C and transferred every two 110nths. 
Detertlfnatton of MorJ!"°.l991ca1 and P!!Ysiolufcal Chaf'acters 
!40rlm9~99Y.•. All cultures were exlflined by a gram and a flagella stain 
(14). The flagellation was determined from cultures grown both 1n a liquid 
and on a solid medium and the formation of lateral flagella on soltd media 
wu noted. The type of flagellation was recorded as either polar 
13. 
110notr1chous, polar mult1tr1chous, or·perftr1chous. Ho d1st1nct1on was 
1t1de between lateral or subpolar flegellat1on and per1tr1chous f1age11atfon. 
Each culture was streaked on the M or T medium which had been so11d1-
f1ed with l .5S agar (Dtfco) and incubated at 20 C for 1 week. Tbe plates 
were exa•1ned daf ly for p1g11entatton and swana1ng. 
fh.rsfolur!. Acid production from carbohydrates was determined, tor 
th• urine isolates, 1n the f!OF medium of Le1fson (15). Sixteen carbohydrates 
and related compounds were tested. The compounds used are recorded 1n 
Table 2. Each compound was ster111zed b1 Seitz filtration of 1 10 X solution 
and added to a ttna1 concentration of 11. The •dta wre then d1speased 
tnto tnd1vtdva1 tubes ta l ml quantities. 
W1tb • Pasteur pipette. each tube us 1nocM1ated with one drop of a 
fresh culture of the bacter1ua to be tested and tnea stabbed with a straight 
wire needle to insure growth throwgnout the medium. Or1gtna11y each carbo-
hydrate wu tnoculat.ed tn duplicate and OM was sealed with 2 cm of •lted 
sterile petrolatum {White) to provide an anaerobic en•1roueat. Later this 
w.s clone oly with glucose after 1t wu obse"•d that the organ1s111 
•tabo11ad Heb carbOhydrate 11 they d1d glucose. Culwres were listed 
as productng OJ.id1t1ve, fe.-ntat1ve, or no acid fnsn each carbohydnte 
after 1ncubatton for 7 Ciiays at 20 c. 
The flOde of carbohydrate metabo11s• of the terrestrial cultures was 
deteN1nect ha the 0-F basal nted1u• of Hugh and Le1fson (12). The methods 
of preparation, tnoculation, 1ncubltion, and 1nterpretat1on were the sue 
as for the marine strains. 
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Each culture was tuted for tu 1b1ltty to grow in the T taedha. 1n 
a synthettc autd1um contatn1nt various organic COIRf>OUnds as the sole source 
of carbon and energy, and at 37 C. Wtttt a Pasteur pipette. one drop of 1 
fresh broth cwltwre was added to 3 ml of sterile dtst111ed water. Using 
a fresh pipette, ene drop of this suspension was transferred to each ~ 
tn the test sertes. Thh method of 1noeuht1on was adopted in order to 
redwce the level of or91n1c and inorganic contaminants introduced ta,to U&e 
test media. 
Twent,-ntne different organic compounds were tested as a sole carbon 
and energy source for growth. A ltst of the coapownds used ts recorded 
in Table 2. Each compoUftd was stertltzed 11ke the carbohydrates and added 
asept.tc1l11 to a 11t1neral base and then dispensed tnto 1n41vtdual tubes 1n 
3 ml amounts. The carbohydrates were tested at a ftul coacentrat.tOll of 
o.zs wbfle all other compoul'Kts were employed at 0.11. 
Tne mtnerel base consisted of 3 separate solutions whtch were added 
together 1fter autoclaving fn order to 1vofd fon111tton of .,.-.c1pttates. 
Solution A contltned NaCl, 2.0 ,.. MgS04•7 HzO· 0.5 911; KCl. 0.5 p; 
(HH4>z504• 0.1 gm; HzO• 90 al. So1ut1on a consisted of O.lS cac1 2·2tt2o. 
Solution C cOAta1ned 0.2 M potustum phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. To 90 ml 
of soluttcm A was added 1 111 of B and Z ml of C and the pH was adjusted 
to 7.5 with sterile 51 KOH. The final volume was •de to 100 ml with a 
solution of the appropriate test COllf>OUJ\d. The NaCl was omitted when the 
med1um was used for the testing of terrestrial organ1SllS. 
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To determine ff any organism would grow tt 37 C the cultures were 
dtvfded tnto groups of 15. These were 1noculated and 11111ledtately placed 
tn a 37 C incubator to 1nsure that growth would net f n1tiate at room 
temperature before befng placed ht the 1ncvbator. 
fadt martne isolate was transferred to 1 tube of T broth and then 
incubated for 48 hr at 20 C after wti1ch tt was examined for turbtdtt_v. 
Any cultures sttowtng evidence of growth were trauferred 1ert1l11 at lust 
once. 
£xtracellular enzyme 1ct1vlty was assayed as Measured by the bydrolysts 
of starch (Otfco). 191r (Difeo), gelatin (Difeo). casein (Otfco), or 
Tween 80 (Sargent-Welch, Chicago, 111.). The approprtate Mor T broth 
served as the Nse fn the preparation of these 111dfa. 
Tubes of broth contatn1ng 81 gelatin were f noc:ulated with a straf ght 
wtre and incubated for 1 days at 20 C after wh1ch they were inspected for 
ttquefactfoa. 
Ttle tayGrolysfs of agar was detenntned f n the broth base sol1d1fted 
with 1.51 agar. A recession of the bacterial colonies into the medium was 
taken as evf dence of agar d1gest10ft. 
To the breth base 1.SS agar and 0.21 soluble starch were added for 
the detection of •l!Vl•s• activity. The •lted lledh• •• poured into petri 
plates and allowed to solidify. Each plate was then dfvtded tnto quadrants 
by marktng th• bottom of the petri plate with a wax crayon. Each quadrant 
was 1nocu1at.d witb 1 stngle streak of 1 fresh culture. The plates were 
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Incubated for 3 days at 20 C after wh1ch several drops of 1od1ne (Gram 12) 
wen placed on each quadrant. The hydrolysts of starch was tnd1cated by 
the presence of a relatively clear zone surrounding the bacterial growth 
on the black background of the unnydrolysed starch. 
Casein digestion was detected f n a medtUll COtRPOSed of the broth base 
plus 1.SS agar and o.4S sk:tm milk powder (camatfen). The reconstftute4 
skim 111lk was autoclaved separ1tel1 as a 41 solution and 10 ml of thh was 
added to 90 111 of the base and th• pH was adjusted to 7 .5 with 61 KOH. 
These plates were inoculated and incubated in the ,.,. 1t1nner as were the 
starch plates. The digestion of casein was 1adfcated by clear .101tts sur-
rounding the bacter1a1 growth on the turbid agar medtum. 
Ltpolyttc. act1v1t1 was determined ha the M or T agar base plus 1% 
Tween oo. The Tween 80 was autoclave<f separately and then added to n. 
The .Oh• was inoculated and incvbated as before. The hydrolysis of 
Tween 80 was 1nd1cated by the appearance of 1 white prec:1pftata surround1ng 
the Ncter1al growth. 
A medh• cons 1s tf ng of 11 peptone ( D1 fco) , o. 1 s yeast extract. and 
0.51 glucose, plus the appropriate salts, ""' us•d for the cleteetton of 
ac:etyl1tethylc1rbinol. Production of 1ndol w•s 1s11y-4 1n a medium con-
tafn1ng O.il Casftone. O.ls yeast eatract, plus th• appropriate salts. 
Hf trite reduction was assayed tn • nitrate medium (Difeo) suppleMnted with 
the necessary salts. sun gas vials were included 1n each tube of nitrate 
mcth• for the detection of nitrogen gas. 
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All cultures were streaked onto an agar plate for the detection of 
cytochrome ox1dase and catalase. To isolated colonies 1 drop of either 
p-am1nodt•thy1an111ne oxalate (Dffco) or n hydrogen peroxide was added. 
catalase was indicated by the for111t1on of bubbles while colonies con-
taining cytochrome oxtdase turned p1nk and theR black. 
The ability to deam1nate phenylalanine was tested on slants of PO agar 
(01fco) suppleaented with the necessary salts. After 3 dlys 1ncubat1on 
et 20 C, two drops of 101 FeC13 were added to each slant. The formation 
of 1 dark green color 1ndtcated the deam1nat1on of phenylalanine. 
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RESULTS 
The results of the 89 btochem1cal tests are recorded 1n Table 3. 
The results are expressed in 1 coded form which was used fn performing a 
n...-r1ca1 analysts. For all characters for which there were only two 
altern1ttves. pos1ttve or negative. the syaeol A was assigned positive and 
8 negative. Those characters whtch hid more than 2 possible alternatives 
were as1tgned one letter of the alphabet for each a1temat1ve. Thus a 
character such as color of ptgaent whtch bad S possible alternatives was 
represented by a letter from A-f. In Table 2 ts a list of all characters 
used plus 1 key to the alphabetic codtng of the results. 
Based upon gram reactions, somatic morphology. 0-F reactions, and 
flagellatton, fl1efilbers of this culture collectton were assigned to one of 
several terrestrial genera, of which P••~ was the dotrlnant genus. 
Other recognized genera tncluded Vi.mo. C•iobaoff,.,, AohPot!itlbaot•r • 
..t·an~. and ~nl.Ullf. 
Polarly flagellated gram negative l"Ods which tither oxidized or pro· 
duced no acid from glucose were tentatively assigned to the genus lt.n«io-
monaa pending the results of the DNA base composition studies.. Strains 
included tn tMs group could be separat1td tnto 2 groups based upon the 
demonstration of a requirement for Na+ by the marine types. The terrestrAil 
pseudol!Onads. tllOtt of which were fluorescent strains. fonaed a hOl!Ogeneous 
group ancs were active b1ocha1ca1 ly. Hamed species included in this group 
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were lls. •l'Ufrl.noea_. h. putUa_. 18. f"/.1'oH•otma# a.. ttMNof~ .. 'h. 
vtridoit1'Ula .. h. 11abotri_. and h. •b'f.attJ. The fluorescent strains produced 
actd ox1d1ttvely from most of the s~rs and sugar alcohols tested (Table 3). 
These stratns were able to grow in a defined md1Ull without added growth 
factors w1th any one of several amino acids, cutonydrates, and organtc 
acids serving as sole sources of carbon and energy. All carbohydrates were 
of the o-conf1gurat1on except L-rtuamnose aAd l-arab1nose while ••fno actds 
were of the D-configwratton. All stratas were able to utilize D-tlucarate 
as a so le carbon and energy source. Those terrastrta 1 str&1 ns fso lated 
from marine sources (.3A4, 211, etc.) were distinct from and less act1ve 
btochemtc.lly than the fluorescent stntns. 
Martne .-,.rs of this group were ..iec1dedly less active 1n the bto-
chemtcal tests used ht thts stucly (Table 3). Approx1Ntety sos of all strains 
tested could not grow tn a defined lledtum wtttt any of the compounds tested 
1.s 1 carbon source. When this sa• medium -.s supplaented with yeast 
extract, abundant growth occurred 1nd1cat1Ag the requtreaent for some growth 
factor($) by these strains.. Of all the compounds tested. l·alantne. 
L-aspartata, L-glutam1ta. and acetate were the fAOSt acceptable sources of 
carbon and energy.. In •st instances c1rb0hydr1t1s were poor sources of 
carbon and energy for the martne strains. 
Ccat%obao*'-r strains were 1dent1fted prt.-r1ly on the basis of the1r 
&b111ty to fof'll rosettes or stalks. W1th the exception of str1tn 1f2, all 
members had a distinct flagellar wavelength of 0.98 p. Hamed species in-
cluded 1n this group were c. i.nul'mdiaia and c • ..W. All strains, except 
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2F25. would not grow fn the defined med1uu; with any of the compounds tffted 
as & source of carbon and energy and were presu .. d to requ1re additional 
growth factors. Most cultures exn1b1ted very few positive reactions 1n 
the tests used tn thts study and wre dtfferentfated from 1'1~ .. 
Adhl"OlltObaot.n. and FU:roobaatai.• cultures u1n1y by somatic morphology 
and flage11ar wavelengths. 
Those cultures which were gram negative rods, motile with polar 
flagella. and which fermented glucose were assigned to the genus Vibno. 
Almost 111 cultures could grow fn a defined medfum w1tb glucose as the source 
of carbon and energy. Carbohydrate fermentation pat.terns were very s1a1lar 
and most cwltures were differentiated from each other by their extracellular 
enzyme acttvtty and their ab11fty to ut111ze several of the compounds tested 
as the source of carbon (Table 3). 
The per1t.r1chously flage11ate4 organisms were divided fnto 2 groups 
based upe>n pigmentation. All ft0n-p1gmented cultures were assigned to the 
genus A~r while the pigmented cultures were placed in the genus 
11a.1'obaoun11111. The Aolu'Omobt11t1tn and ~nun cultures were physio-
logically stm11ar to the marine ~pseudomonads", being d1st1ngu1shed mainly 
by their ftagellatton. 
A nore deta11ed mrpnolog1cal and phys1o1ogtcal description of 1ndf-
vtdual strahts w111 tte presented in the sectton on numr1~al taxonomy. A 
complete record of the results of all tests used 1s provided in Table 3. 
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TABLE 1 
List of Named Cultures Used in This Study 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 10145 
Ps. fiuoresaens RH 818 
Ps. putida 
Ps. aureofaaiens 
Ps. striata ATCC 15070 
Ps. tabaai ATCC 15383 
Ps. virido Zi vida ATCC 19048 
Ps. meZ.anogena ATCC 17806 
CauZ.obaater intermedius ATCC 15262 
c. sub ATCC 15264 
Vibrio aZ.kaZ.igenes ATCC 14736 
v. meraenariae ATCC 19106 
v. meraenariae ATCC 19107 
v. meraenariae ATCC 19108 
v. meraenariae ATCC 19109 
Oaeanomonas aZ.ginoZ.ytiaa ATCC 14035 
Xanthomonas f eroniaa 
Corrrnomonas peraoZ.ans 
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TABLE 2 
* Characters Used in Numerical Analysis 
1 Flagellation 
2 Lateral flagella 
3 Swarming 
4 Aggregation 
5 Pigment Production 
6 Type of Pigment 
7 Color of Pigment 
8 Growth in T medium 
9 37° 
10 5% NaCl 
11 6% NaCl 
12 8% NaCl 
13 10% NaCl 
l4 12% NaCl 
Acid Production from 
15 Glucose 24 
16 Man nose 25 
17 Ga lactose 26 
18 Rhamnose 27 
19 Fructose 28 
20 Arabi nose 29 
21 Xylose 30 
22 Erythritol 
23 Sorbitol 
A polar monotrichous 
B polar multitrichous 
C peritri chous 
A water soluble 
B water insoluble 
C not produced 
A yellow 
B green 
C brown 
Mannitol 
Inositol 
Glycerol 
Maltose 
Sucrose 
Lactose 
Inulin 
D pink 
E blue 
F not produced 
*All characters exist in only 
2 states except where indicated 
and for these A = positive and 
B = negative. 
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, 
Type of acid produced from: A - oxidative B - fermentative 
C - no acid produced 
31 glucose 35 fructose 39 sorbitol 43 maltose 
32 man nose 36 arabinose 40 mannito 1 44 sucrose 
33 galactose 37 xylose 41 inos ital 45 lactose 
34 rhamnose 38 erythritol 42 glycero 1 46 inulin 
Hydrolysis of 
47 starch 
48 gelatin 
49 casein 
50 Tween 80 
51 nitrate, reduction of 
52 nitrates, gas produced from 
53 H2S, production of 
Presence of 
54 oxidase 
55 ca ta lase 
56 phenylalanine deaminase 
57 acetylmethylcarbinol 
58 indol 
59 morphology A - straight B - curved 
60 agar, hydrolysis of 
Uti 1 i zation of as sole carbon source: 
61 formate 71 glucose 81 glycerol 
62 glycine 72 galactose 82 maltose 
63 alanine 73 rhamnose 83 sucrose 
64 arginine 74 fructose 84 lactose 
65 isoleucine 75 1-arabinose 85 saccharate 
66 leucine 76 d-xylose 86 acetate 
67 lysine 77 erythritol 87 pyruvate 
68 valine 78 sorbitol 88 lactate 
69 aspartate 79 mannito 1 89 succinate 
70 glutamate 80 i nos ito 1 
I 
' 
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TABLE 3 
. . 1 Characteristics of the Marine Morphological and Phty~1oll0Bgac1~~ria Used in This Study 
and Terres ria 
CAULOBACTER 
C. I N T E R M E D I U S 
c. s u 8 
0 w 3 2 0 
D W I 0 2 
2 F 3 8 
~ FI 5 
2 F 2 6 
4 - 4 
7 - 5 
2 F 5 
2 F 8 
2 F 2 5 
I F 2 
PSEUDOMONAS 
P S. F L 0 U R E S C E N S 
P S. P U T 1. D A 
P S. A U R E 0 F A C I E N S 
PS ST RI ATA 
PS. T A B A C I 
P S. V I R I 0 0 l I V I D A 
P S, S P. 8 
P S. S P C 
P S. A E R U G I N 0 S A 
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CHAPTER 3 
RELATION OF HA+ TO THE GROWTH OF MARIN£ BACTERIA 
ln Chapter 2 it was shown that •r1ne bacteria were morpttelog1ca11y 
and phys1olog1ca11y 1nd1sttngu1shable from comparable terrestrial bacteria 
at tfte genus level. The only phys1olog1ca1 characteristic whtch was of 
any val_,. in d1fferenttat1ng these 2 groups w1s a requtreeient for Na+ by 
the 111r1ne bacteria. 
+ . 
Marine bacteria requtre Ha for growth. (20). Tyler "* ai. (42) studied 
96 isolates of marine bacteria frotll Atlantic coastal waters off Florida 
and founcl 111 to require Na+. Leifson. (17) found that his mer1ne bacteria 
required o.os - 0.2 M aa• while ~the termed se11i-111rfne bacteria required 
+ 0.001 - 0.05 M Na for growth. 
Since representatives of al•tt 111 of the defined terrestrtal genera 
have been isolated from raar1ne sources little ta.lonom1c sf gntf1cance has 
+ been attached to the requirement for Ha by Mrfne bacteria. Indeed. several 
+ 
workers hive reported that this requ1reNnt for H• was lost simply by the 
storage of cultures (44), ultr•~1olet trrad1atton of cultures (21). or by 
spontaneous mutatfon (29). 
In this chapter experiments will be designed to determine the m1n1mum 
Na+· requirement of selected marine becterta and studies reqardtng fts qual-
ttattve and quantitative stability will be perfonried. 
MATERIALS AHO METHODS 
Rel1tton of t'8 + Concentratton to Growth. Stace the concentration of 
NaCl has a direct effect on the growth of marine bacteria (20) •x.per111ents 
were des1gned to detect both the mintllUI\ and NX1-.. levels of NaCl which 
pef'li1tted visible growth. A nutrient lled1uat constst1ng of 21 Casttone and 
li yeast extract was prepared and passed through a mf xed bed def onf zer 
(Deeman Oe1ont11r. Crystal Research Laboratories. Hartford. Conn.).. Three 
amino acids. DL-alan1ne, L-aspartfc acid, and l-glutut1c acid, were then 
added to a concantrat1on of O.li. This base was then diluted 1:10 wtth 
the appreprtate salts solution and tht pH adjusted to 7.S wtth Si KOH. This 
medium was used 1n all exper1aants related to the effect of Ha+ on the growth 
of urtne bacteria and will be referred to as de1on1zed T med1•. 
For H&Cl tolerance studies concentrations of 5, 6, e. 10. and lZS NaCl 
were added to the de1on1zett base. Thts was dispensed 1nto 1nd1v1dua1 tubes 
1n 3 ml 1110unts and inoculated as delcr1bed for the T medium. The highest 
concentration showing turb1df ty after 7 days tncubat1on at 20 C was con-
stdered the NX1mum level of NaCl allowing growth. 
+ The sintllWI Na requirement of the Nrtne bacteria ws deterained 1n 
the deionized base containing ZS NaCl. Using the Na+ free deionized base 
as the diluent. doubltng d11ut1ons of this base were made and these were 
dhpanseo into 1nd1v1dua1 tubes •nd inoculated u described for the T lltdiwa. 
The lowest concentration of MaCl pel'Rl1tt1ng vistble growth after 7 days 1n-
cubat1on at ZO C was taken as the m1n1mwn Ha• requirement of the culture. 
39 .. 
+ ~tab11t!Y of the M1n1~ Ha •. ~gu1"'!'1nt. In order to determine the 
+ 
stability of the mtnt1U1 Na requtl"Ul8nt, 9 cultures of •rtne bacterta were 
selected for study. Each culture was inoculated tnto a tube of T, detontzed T 
1nd 1 tynthettc T broth contatn1nt glucose as the carbon source. All tubes 
were incubated at 20 C for up to 2 •nths during which they were tnspected 
for turbidity. If growth occurred tn any medt• th1s culture was serially 
+ transferred at least emu and its llint.,. Ha "qu1NMnt determined. These 
sau cultures wen then transferred te a M mtdt• and to a •di• cont.atntng 
the max1muat level of NaCl that the culture would vnw tn. The cultures were 
serially transferred twice and their mtnhum tta + requirements determined 
and c~red w1th those previously fevnd. 
~ffects of Stor,ap. The effect of prolonged ston9e on the mtn111Uf1 
Na+ requt....,.nt of 9 cultures of marine btcteria was stvd1ed. The cultures 
were grown for 24 hr tn the M adt•. centrifuged and resuspended in 8 n1 
of tile sterile marine salt .txtvre, pH 7 .5. The cultures were stored at 
4 c amt 0.1 al salf)les were w1thdf'lwn every 2 WMks. These samples were 
inoculated into tubes of T. deionized T, synth•tic T. and M broth and incu-
bated at zo C for up to 1 month. If growth occurnct in any of the T broths 
+ 1t was sertally transferred. After several such passages the •1n1lltlll ill 
requ1re•ftt ot the cultures was detendned. 
Effec;U of Ultraviolet Irradt&t1on. Nine cultures of •r1ne bactfr1a 
were exposed to ultraviolet trradi1tton tn an attempt to induce mutants 
40. 
+ capable of growing wtthout added Ma • The ag• of the cultur•s, type of 
growth medium, and concentrations of nutrients were studied as variables 
in these experiments. 
Bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation. resuspended in 10 ml 
of d1st111ed water, and transferred to empty petr1 dishes contafnfng a 
sterile metal ptn used 11 a st1rr1ng bar. The plates were then placed on 
top of 1 magnetic st1rrer. The suspensions ~ere ~n exposed to an ultra-
violet lamp (type 30600, rianova Chem. & Manuf. Co •• Newark. N.J.) for 1 
total of 30. 60, or 120 secs at 1 distance of 6 in. Preliminary exper111ents 
indicated that under tl\ese cond1t1ons. after 6G sec exposure. there wn 
less than 0.11 survivors. SaJaples of 0.1 tal were withdrawn and, wittt 1 
bent glass rod, spread over the enttre surface of either a T. de1on1zed T, 
or synthetic T agar mec.ttum containfft9 glucose as the carbon source. The 
plates were incubated at 20 C for up to 1 •nth and any colonies wh1ch arose 
were transferred to a tube of deionized T broth and subjected to • morpho-
1ogtca 1 analysis. 
41. 
RfSULTS 
peten11nat1on of Minimum and Max111U11 Na+ Levels. The m1n1mum Ha+ 
requtrement of 27 cu1ture1 of marine bacteria was determined and contrasted 
to the mtxtraum levels of NaCl allowing growth tn order to establish 1 range 
of concentrations 1n which urine bacter1• would grow (Table 4). The 
organisms eumined were all gram-negative rods, •tile with • s1ngle polar 
flagellum and could be d1v1ded 1nto 2 groups based on tatetr metaboltsa of 
glucose. Group 1 contained those strahn which e1tner oxidized or producttd 
no actd from glucose. Members of this group were varf able in thetr m1nilllUlt 
+ NI requtrettents ranging from 0.003 ... 0.172 M with the majority of strains 
starting to grow tn the 0.022 - 0.043 M range. More than one-half of the 
organ1SltS were able to grow tn 2.06 M Natl with the rest growing well in 
concentrations of from 0.086 .. 1.7z M. Three stratns, XP3, 2K10 and 1&2, 
gNw only in a narrow range ef NaCl concentrations (Table 4). Terrestrial 
pseudomonads, which did not require Na+, grew at slfgtttly lower •xial 
NaCl concentrations than d1d the marfne types (Table 3). Most terrestr1a1 
pseudOSAGnads grew tn NaCl concntrat1ons rangtng from 0.69 • 1.03 M, but 
occasional strains were able to grow in 2.06 M hCl. 
Group II organism all fenaented glucose anaerogen1cally and grew tn 
1 narrow range: of Natl concentrations (Tab le 4). The mst counon types 
hid a m1n1mwn Na+ requirement of 0 .. 086 H while the arlntl!Uln Ha+ ,..qu1reaent 
ranted fl'OIJ 0.003 (XDl} to 0.172 M (XT15). Most cultures would not grow 
42. 
1n a broth with the NaCl concentration above 1.03 Mend thts concentration 
WAS considerably lower than that found for the oatctatfft artne types 
(Table 4). 
from these results 1t appeared that the oxfd4t1ve •rfne blcte1"11 were 
heterogeneous 1n their nlin1mum Ha• requirements, r1ngffl9 free 0.003 .. 
o.172 M. w1th the Mljo1"1ty growing 1t 0.022 M. The Nxfl'l!Ull conceatrat1ons 
of Natl in wtt1ch these b&cterfa could grow was of little diagnostic value. 
TM fermentative bacte1"1a grew only 1n a nam:.M r.nge of HICl concentrations, 
the Njor1ty growtng tn fl"Olt 0.086 .. 1.03 M. The most comon Dlin111U1l Na+ 
requ1r1111nt of the fel"lllntatfve bacteria (0.086 M) was substantially hfgher 
tMn that found for the oxhlattve bacteria (0.022 M). Hone of tbt: umed 
terrestrial bacter1a studfed here was found to requtn He•. 
+ S~b,11~ 1~ Yar1a~11ttx of the M~~fflUIR Na, @!!lufJ.:'"19~t. Nine cul· 
tuns of marine bacteria were selected for the study of the stability and 
var1abt11ty ef thefr m1nf1U1 rta• requirements. The cvltures used. with 
the exception of Snail I, were gra-negative rods, •tile wf th a single 
pol•r flqelhe, and c.onta1ned both ox1dat1ve and fermentattve types. 
saa11 I was a gr ... negattve SplnU• sp •• motile with polar ault1trichous 
flagella. and was used 1n these exper1_,.ts because of its d1sttncttve 
morphology. 
All cultures were stored in the Nrintt salts mixture at 4 c for periods 
of up to t months and their ability to grow 1n the T. deionized T. or syn-
that1c glucose breth was detennf ned. From Table 5 1t appeared that as the 
43. 
length of storage time tncreased the time Heesury fer the prodvct1on of 
vf stble growth 1n the T broth decreased. In thoH instances where growth 
did occur. tttere was a uf"ked reduction fn the t1•. rangtng fl"Oll zo-7os. 
MOt 111 cultures were able to grew fn the T •dfum after storage and those 
that d1cl were able to grow tn the T med1Ull, without first bet~ stored, 
after direct tnoculatton and a P61"1od of 1ncubatton ranging fnnn 7-35 days. 
In no fnstlrtee was any culture able to grow 1n the synthetic or detonbed T 
medium. 
Tb.e cletemutfon of the mfntllUID Na• requtre111nt1 of thase cvlturu 
able to grow in the T raeutum revealed that these bacteria now exhfbtted a 
IUCh lower requirement than when grown tn an M broth. The cultures ortgfnally 
h&d na• requfrements nng1Jtg from 0.003 .. 0.043 M. but after growth in the 
T broth. the requ1rements dropped sharply. the range becoming 0.0008 -
0.006 M. These reductions ranged from SOI (XWl) to 94S (XD4) afld appeared 
only 1n those organisms requiring 0.043 M Na• or less. Passage of these 
T grown cultures 1n an M broth led to a revel"S1on back to the origfnal 
111n111U1l ffa+ requ1reqnts (Table 5). Ho chanve hi the minimum Ka+ require-
ment was observed when the cultures were grown 1n an M broth conta1n1ng 
NaCl concentrations near the etax1mum in which each culture would grow. 
+ Sfnce the Minimum Na requirement was shown to be quantftatfvely vari-
able, attempts were made to fnduce the fonutfon of mutants capable of 
+ growing without Na by the exposure of cultures to ultraviolet trredfatfon. 
Cultures se1Kted for th11se experiments were gf'OWn both fn the M and T 
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broths and stored for varyfng periods. The ab1Hty to grow 1n the absence 
+ of Na was assayed on either a deionized T agar or a glucose selts agar 
medium containing from 0.2 - SI glucose as the sole carbon source. All 
cultures,, except 3 ... 6 and Snail I. were able to use glucose as a sole 
carbon source. 
The results of experiments ustn9 cultures grown and stored 1n an M 
broth for a period of 1 day and then exposed to wltravtolet irradiation 
are recorded 1n Table 6. Th• results when the storage tfa was tncrused 
to 1. 4. or 8 weeks wen the same. The CFU's/ml were fttermined for 1 day 
old Clalltures and were considerably less for the older cultures. Regardless 
of the age of the culture, 1n no case could any mutants capable of multiply-
ing without Na+ be isolated. 
No organ1sas were isolated capable of growing 1n the absence of N• +. 
following ultraviolet 1rnd1atton. when the cultures wel"e grown tn a T broth 
or an M broth conb1n1ng the maxflllUm NaCl concentration in which each cul-
ture would trow (Table 7).. Growth tn the T m&dium. wh1ett was snown to 
reduce the Ha+ requirement. did not enhance the destf'M n.ttlgenfc effect 
of ultraviolet trrad1at1on. From these results ft appeared that the Na+ 
requirement of aarfne blcterf1 was qual1tatfvely stable and that neither 
the type of growth medium nor the age of the cultures facilitated the 
induction of non--Na.• requiring mutants by ultraviolet frrad1etfon. 
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TABLE 4 
Minimum and Maximum NaCl Concentrations Permitting 
Growth of Selected Marine Bacteria 
Strain A B c Strain A B c 
XP3 0 .172 0.86 3-22 0 .022 2.06 
4H8 0 .022 2.06 3-6 0 .022 2.06 
11-6 .022 2.06 lll3 .022 2.06 
13-8 .003 1.38 XG4 F .172 0.67 
1G2 .086 0.69 3-5 F .011 2.06 
XD4 0 .043 2.06 XAl F .086 1.03 
Xll 0 .022 2.06 XCl F .086 0.86 
XWl 0 .011 2.06 XDl F .003 1.72 
XH2 0 .022 1.03 XPl F .086 1.03 
2F27 .011 2.06 4Hl2 F .086 1.03 
7-15 0 .003 1.72 YC4 F .011 1.03 
5L2 .086 1.38 XT15 F .172 1.03 
5 .. 5 .006 2.06 XT6 F .086 1.03 
2Kl0 .172 1.38 
A - Type of acid production from carbohydrates 0 - oxidative 
B - Minimum Na+ requirement (m/l) F - fermentative 
c - Maximum NaCl tolerance up to 2.06 M no acid produced l 
I 
I 
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TABLE 5 
Effect of Storage on the Growth Response in T Medium and 
the Minimum Na+ Requirement of Selected Marine Bacteria 
Min. Months of Storage M" B in. M" c in. M" D in. 
Strain Na+ 0 3 6 9 Na+ Na+ Na+ 
XAl .086 M . l 72M 
XCl .086 .086 
XDl .. 003 4A 4 3 2 .0008 M .003 M .001 
XD4 .043 14 12 6 4 .003 .043 .043 
Xll .022 5 4 .006 .022 .022 
XPl .086 .086 
XWl . ·.Ol l 20 16 10 8 .006 .011 .022 
Snai 1 I .043 
3-6 .043 .043 
A - Days of incubation at 20 C before growth occurred in a T medium. 
B - Minimum Na+ requirement of strains grown in T broth. 
C - Minimum Na+ requirement of T adapted strains when grown in M broth. 
D - Minimum Na+ requirement of strains grown at their maximum levels 
of NaCl tolerance. 
a._ ___ _J· 
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TABLE 6 
Effect of Ultraviolet Irradiation of Fresh and Stored Cultures on the 
Induction of Non-Na+ Requiring Mutants of Marine Bacteria 
Glucose Concentration Deionized 
Strainb CFULml 0.2% 1% 5% T 
XAl l.6 x 108 oa 0 0 0 
XCl 4.3 x 107 0 0 0 0 
XDl 0 0 0 0 
XD4 3.4 x 108 0 0 0 0 
Xll 2.9 x 106 0 0 0 0 
XPl 2.1 x 107 0 0 0 0 
XWl l.9 x 107 0 0 0 0 
Snail I 7.8 x 106 NOC ND ND 0 
3-6 l.2 x 107 ND ND ND 0 
aCFU per ml on either a Na+ free glucose salts medium or on deionized T 
agar after irradiation for 0, 30, 60, and 120 sec. 
bAll cultures used were grown and stored in an M broth for periods 
of l day, l week, 4 weeks, and 8 weeks. 
cND .. not done. 
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TABLE 7 
Influence of Growth Medium on the Effect of Ultraviolet Irradiation 
on the Stability of the Na+ Requirement of Marine Bacteria 
Growth Medium Glucose Concentration Deionized 
Strain A B CFU/ml 0.2% 1% 5% T 
XDl T10 QC 0 0 0 
XD4 T1 3. 7 x 106 0 0 0 0 
XD4 T4 8.9 x 106 0 0 0 0 
XD4 T7 2.lxl07 0 0 0 0 
Xll T7 5.4 x 107 0 0 0 0 
XWl T2 6.4 x 105 0 0 0 0 
XAl 1.03 3.9 x 107 0 0 0 0 
XCl 0.86 6.5 x 106 0 0 0 0 
XDl 1. 72 0 0 0 0 
XD4 2.06 3.4 x 107 0 0 0 0 
Xll 2.06 9.6 x 106 0 0 0 0 
XPl 1.03 7.3 x 106 0 0 0 0 
XWl 2.06 8.9 x 105 0 0 0 0 
3-6 2.06 l .8 x 107 ND ND ND 0 
A - Number of serial transfers in a T medium. 
B - Concentration of NaCl (M/l) in pre-experiment growth medium. 
C - CFU's per ml on either a Na+ free glucose salts medium or on deionized T 
agar after O, 30, 60 and 120 sec. irradiation. 
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+ The minimum * requirements of selected marine bacteria were deter-
mined and studied wtth respect to their qua11tatfve and quantitative sta-
bil tty. 
Letfson (17) NPorted that hts Nrfne tsolatu could be divfded into 
3 groups based on thtir minimum tta• require11ents: 1) marfne strains whteh 
reqwtred from 0.05 - o.oz M Ha•; 2) selff...,.rin• strains whfeh l'"eqUfred from 
0.001 - 0.05 M Na•; 3} ternstrt1l strains wh1ch required less than 
0.001 M Ha•. From the results presented tn Table 4 ft appeared that the 
majority of culturq studied tn tnts tbesfs were semi..,.rfne with only 4 
(XP3, 1i2, 5L2. 2K10) cultures deftt'litely being marine. These were not 
tbt expected results sfnce the majority of cultures isolated froa seawater 
are marine not Sftrl-mar1ne (17). Letfson, however, reported that the Mrlnf .. 
+ 
..,. Ha reqvf NNnts he determffted were the U!Ounts necesury for pt'OIJPt 
g"'1th while those valHs reported fn this thesis were determined after 
1 Q,ys 1ncubatfon. This ft>ttended 1ncubatfon period, and also when the cvl-
tunat were stared, enabled the martne bacterta to grow at lower Na+ con-
centrations. Stfdler results were reported by Macleod and Gnofrey (21) 
who found that after a long 1ncubatfon period their cultures grew at almost 
one-tenth of their opttm&l Na+ concentretton. This difference in techntquu 
probably led to the lower mtntmum tta• requirements found fn this thesfs. 
These low values did not permit any d1stinction to be made between ar1ne 
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and semi-marine bacteria although no difficulty Has encountered 1n d1f-
ferentfat1ng marine from terrestrial bacteria. 
In Tables 5 and 6 tt was shewn that e1thtr storage or serial transfer 
of marine bacteria in a T med1um led to a reduction, but nevar a loss. of 
their mfnfmu1« Na+ rtqUiremeftt. Thfs reductioa wes reversible tilltf>l.Y by 
growth fn a M medfum. This was important since ft has been reported that 
prolonged storage of cultures could lead to a loss of the NI+ requfrieMnt 
by mar1 ne kcter1 a ( 44) • The observed u1 oss tt can now be txpl af ned as a 
temporary reduction fn the mfnfmum Ha+ requirement which 11lowec the cul-
tures to ~row fn 1 "Ha+ fNe'l uiedfum. That thfs can h•f'Jltn 1s evidenced 
b1 the report of Macleod and Onofrey (21) who found that their Tryptf c1se 
uied1ua1 contained 0.028 M Na+ present as a contaminant. From the roults 
presented fn Table 4 rost cultures had minimum Na+ requirements of 0 .. 022 .. 
+ 0.043 M Na wh1ch are low enouQh to allow most of them to grow 1n tftis 
+ 
medium. After long periods of storage the mf n1mum Ha requirement dropped 
still further {Table 5) 111lktn9 it more likely that these bacter1a could 
grow in a Trypt1ease ~iedium. 
. + l•o non-Na requiring mutants of marine bacteria could be fsolated fol ... 
lowfng the exposure of cultures to wltrav1o1et irradiation.. Mad..eod and 
Onofrey (21) dfd manage to isolate 14 non-Na• requiring mutants of marine 
bacteria.. They stated, however. that this was don« only with great d1fft-
culty 1ndicat1ng the stab1Hty of this requ1...-nt. Mon·fta + requiring 
11Utants of urine bacteria were tiestred to determine if the loss of the 
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requtreftlent for Ha+ by marine bacteria hed any influence on their ONA base 
composition. UnfortunAtely no such muunts were fsolatff and the cultures 
of Macleod and Onofrey were no longer eva11ab1t for study. 
The results presented tn this chapter tndtcate that the mini.,. Na + 
requirements of marine bacteria were qva11t&ttvely stable although they 
were quant1tltively variable. Procedures such as prolonged storage or 
serf al transfer hi a T broth were shown to reduce the m1n1mum Ha+ req111re-
ment but never to t:Otl'lpletely e11mtnate tt. 
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CHAPTER 4 
WJMERICAl TAXONOMY Of MARIN£ AND TERRESTRIAL BACTERIA ~ ~· ....... ~ ., • t ... ... .. ~ •. , ... ~ ...... ~:..-:;..;;;,;;.-..=..;~..;;......;:;..;..;;:;;..;.;:::;.;.;;;:;:.;..;.. 
In Chapter 2 1t was shown that no d1stfnct1on could be made at the 
SJeOUS level between comparable marine and terrestrial bacteria on the bas1s 
of a few selected morphological and physiological eharacterfst1cs. A classi-
fication was atteq»t.ed, therefot-e. based on the analysis of a large number 
of characteristics 'fSing the tech.nfque of nUlltlr1ca1 taxonmny (36,.37). 
Numerical -.thods of analysts have generally confirmed the present 
system of classif1catton (8,9il38). Several workers, however., have not been 
able to differentiate between sueft phys1olo91c.ally diverse yencra as Vllitic 
and~ (13) Or" Ad~ and Pae~ {31). The niafn physfo .. 
logical characteristfc used to dfst1ngufsh between these genera fs the m@thod 
of aeid productfon f1"0ffl glucose. In coiwentfonal taxonomic studies this 
ch&ractertstic is extre1tely important in defining groups while in numerlcal 
studies thfs characterfst1e las little importance stnce all characters are 
of equal weight.. In the analysis performed in thts thesfs each carbohydrate 
will be scored not only as to whether acid was prodwced but also as to the 
method of actd production (oxidative vs. fel'llentative). Thus 2 bacteria 
which produeed acid from glucosay one ox1dat1ve and the other ftM'.!lentative) 
would be seti similar to each other instead of lOOS if only aefd production 
was scored. The scoring of carbohydrate characters in this manner ensures 
that all members of any groups formed fn this analysis w111 have • stmilar 
method of carbohydrate 1r.etahol1sm. 
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MATERIALS AMO METHODS 
The results of the morphological and phystolooical tests determined 
1n Chapter 2. were used as the basis of a numerical analysts of 196 cultures 
of marine and terrestrtal bacteria. A lbt of the cttaracters used are 
recorded 1n Table 2 and the encoded results are 1n Table 3. 
The data were encoded using 1 1111lttple symbol code which consfsted 
of letters of the alphabet ff'Ofl A·f'.. For those characters which had only 
2 alternatives. posf t1ve or negat1M. A was arbitrarily assigned positive 
and B negatiYe. Those characters whtch had more than Z alternatfv•s were 
assigned a different. letter for each possible alternative.. These characters 
are listed fn Table 2 along wtth the symbols used and their meaning. For 
example. the type of acfd produced from glucose had 3 possible alternatives: 
1) o.lf d4t1ve. 2) fenaentitf ve. 3) no acfd produced. This character was 
alph1betfcally encoded as A meaning oxtdatfve, B fermentat1ve, and C meanfng 
no act d prod.ucet:I. 
The encocied data was recorded on ao column data processing layout 
sheets and sent to Dr. w. R. Lode.hart, Iowa State Un1Yers1ty, Ames, Iowa, 
where the aetvl.1 computations were performed. Similarity (S) values were 
calculeted accordfng to the fol"lllla S • 6--f'Nd .. wt.ere Hs 1s the mtllber 
of characters 1n which a given pafr of strains are alike and Nd is the 
number of characters in which they differ.. A s1m11arfty was scored when 
2 organisms possessed identical alptlabettc code symbols for a given char-
acter and a difference was scored when they exhibited 2 different symbols. 
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Since the only requirement for 1 s1m11arfty was tdent1ca1 code s,ya.ols, 
negatf ve matches contributed to the calculatt<m of S values. The S values 
were then •ltfplied by 100 in o.-der to be expressed as percent sfmtlar1ty. 
Once the s1m11arfty values were calculated between every possible 
combination of strains, the computer was then 1nstruct&d to sort the strafns 
1nto groups. In this analysis group formation was achieved by use of the 
highest link method (36,37). The similarity values were inspected for 
paired values of 99i and then thfs process was repeated with S values re-
duced <:onseeutively by 11. Each organism was patred at its nighest s1mf .. 
1ar1ty value to any other organism. A ftillhr of groups of related strains 
were thus created which Joined together at th& h1ghest s1m1larfty level 
existing between any members of the groups. The groups thus formed were 1 
I 
represented in the fonn of a dendrogram. 
In this analysts 111 comparisons were counted so that (Hs + Nd) was 
always equal to the total nul'!'tter of, characters. Thh meant that every char-
acter had to be detemined for each strafn. Since data on the lb11fty to 
use various organic compounds as a so1e source of carbon and energy were 
not determf ned for approxfmately one-half of the marine bacteria tt was 
necessary to dtvfde the culture collectfon fnto 2 parts. each of wttfch was 
analyzed separately. The first section contained all 196 cultures for which 
60 characters were determined wh1le the second consisted of 88 cultures 
and 89 characters. The second section contained only those cultures able 
to grow 1n a synthetic medium with at least one of the compounds tested u. 
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the sole carbon and energy source.. The growth response to these compounds 
represented the add1t1onal 29 characters. ~fter all similarity values had 
been calculated and groups formed, the 2 analyses were eompared to detem1ne 
ff the additional 29 characters had any effect on the structure of the groups 
formed. 
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R£Sut.TS 
The results of the cor.puter analysfs af 196 strains of bacteria based 
on 60 characters 1a shown in Figure 4. This Figure b composed of 3 parts 
which must be placed flild to end to form the cO!IJ)lete dendrogram.. At the 
84:& s level 5 groups could be dfst1ngu1shed. all of which merted together 
at sos s. 
The first group was composed of 4 strains.. This group contained both 
marine and terrestrial bacteria whteh produced acid oxidatively ff"Olll carbo-
hydrates and were motile with either polar •notr1chous (XHS, 4K14) or 
pert tr1 c:hous fl 19e l l 1 ( XQ73, 3A5) • 
Group 2 wu also sman. contatnfng only 4 strains. All cultures in 
thb group formed rosettes and showed 90od stalk formation. These cultures 
were terrestrial, netther requtrint Ha+ nor able to grow in 51 NaCl. Most 
cultures produced acid oxidatively from at least 5 carbohydrates (Table 3). 
lncl1£ded 1n thts group were 2 aamd Ctail.obata species plus 2 other 
caulobaot.p strains isolated from distilled water. 
The third group consisted entirely of terrestrial psevdomonads, llOlt 
of which produced a green fluoreseent p19111nt. All cultures produced ac1d 
oxidatively from glucose and were motile w1th polar 1Nlt1tr1chows flagella 
with the exception of cultures 17L3, 3L6, and 3M7. which were polar a10no-
tr1chous. Cultures 17L3 and s ... z did not produce fluorescent pfgmeftts. 
Ps. ~« and 11J.. sp. c were not sufficiently related to any of the 
members to be included in this gl"Oup .. 
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Group 4 wu the largest of the grot.tps formd and contaf ned the 
•jorfty of the aerobic marine cultures. Several terrestrial cultures were 
also found here. nMely v .. at.k.atlg8MA,. Pe. •Mmog•na.-c~ f"HO'tans B 
and several marine and terrestrial Co%obaotn cultures (4-4. 7 .. 5. 2FS. 
2F2S. 3F15, 2f38, 2'26). Only those cultures whfeh oddfzed tlucose or 
produced no ac1d from ft are fncluded fn this 9f'OUp. All cultu"" ~ 
gram negative rods,, the majority of which were •tile with a single polar 
flagetluan. Cultures 2*. 11-8, XDlO, 4 .. 5, aad 3F2 were per1tr1c:hous1y 
flagellated wtttle cultvres 3A6, xw1. 1Ft, !NS, 17l5, amt c. JHIPOO'/.ana s 
were lophotr1cbous1y flagellated. 
Te stratns on the left-hand sf de of G.roup 4 did ut form any d1stf net 
clusters. In tb1s section were fovnct MOst of the terrestrtel strains plus 
som of these whtth had previously been tdent1f1td as ca~ species 
and several per1tr1ctmusly flagellated strains. Thne strains showed little 
organ111tton, each lltGmber or patr being distinct from another at 87J s. 
Several rosette forming organfsms (2F26. 2F38, and 3F15) tdent1fted 
as C•'l.obaota species formed a small cluster near the center of Group 4. 
This cluster becaM numerically united at 95S s. To the left of this group 
was another patr, 4-4 and 7-S, which were related at 93S s. This group 
was related ta stntns 1F2 and 2F25 at 88% s. 
The peritrtchously flagellated strains were represented by cultures 
4 ... s. 2M4, 11-8, XD10 and 3VZ. Of tnese. only 2M4 and 11-8 formed a pa1r 
and were related to each other at 901 s.. The rest of the stratns were not 
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very similar to each other and were scattered throughout the left-hand 
1fde of the group. 
In this analysis most groups were formed prflllilrily by their reactions 
on carbohydrates. Of a total of 60 characters w.ct. 32 represented acid 
production from carbohydrates. TMs represented over SOS of the characters 
used arKi was la,,. enough to mask any differences represented by only 1 or 2 
characters.. That tht1 is the case 11 revealed by inspection of this group 
where_.,.. of several genera (CarildxMJ'HP,, ~, c~, 
~#tt) could be found. Most of tnese genera could not be dis-
ttngutshed from eacn other ty utd production ff'Oll sugars but they could 
eas11y be dtfferentfatee on the basis of SOll&t1c 110rpttology and flagellation. 
Near the center of Group 4 •• a •11-deftned group which consisted 
of a ftUllber,,of lltghly related elusters of stratns. All members of this 
group bec:Me united at 931 S and were separated fnto sub-9roups at 94.51 s . 
• 
Four strains (1R.S. 6-17. 2F25t XWl) were attached to the edge of thts group. 
Of these, ZFU was a c.~ia species whfle the rest were Marine tyJ>es 
pbylto1og1c1ll1 comparable to ~. 
The first sub-group consisted of stratns 1R4 and 3M. The$e strains 
did not produce acid from carbohycil'ates and they ttydrolyud Twee:n 80 but 
not gelatin. casein. or starch .. 
Strains 3-Zl and 3..0 formed the second 111111 cluster. These strains 
only produced acid froa glycerol. They could not hydrolyze gelatin. casein, 
s'tardlt or Tween so. but they could ntduee nitrate. 
The third swb-9roup was composed of 4 strafns (2K10. 5L2. 1ll3, 5-5). 
~rs of this group did not produce acid frot1 carbohydrates but could 
reduce nitrate. All were marine strains and d1d not hydrolyze gelatin, 
casein, or Tween ao. 
Sub-group 4 ccms1sted of 3 strains (13·8, 11-6. 2F27). All were marine 
bacteria which did net produe& acid fl"Om any of the carbohydrates t'!Sted. 
Gelatin, casein and Twten 80 were hydroly:red whfle nftrate wa$ not reduced. 
To the rtght of this last sub...g.-ovp was another large group and was 
represented by cultures XL7·3l.3. Thts 9roup consisted entirely of marine 
bacteria and was divisible into 3 smell subgroups. 
The first sub-group contained 5 stratns (17L5-YM5). These orgtnise\S 
pro<iwcftd acio from glucose. maltose and sucrose.. They were active enz.r-
mattcally, being able to hydrolyze starch. gelattn, casein. end Twe~n eo. 
Two additional strains were attached to the left-t'"'*d edge of the group. 
These stratns were similar to other members of the group wtth X£3 forming 
lateral flagella end not betng U,le to hydrolyze starch and Sna11 G able 
to produce acid from lactose. These stra1ns jofned the group at a level 
of 93% s. 
The second sub-gro11p eonshted of 2 pairs of organ1s• whfch were 
related to each other at 93% s. Pa1r X02 and XD2 pro4uced acid from 
severa 1 carbohydrates • na• 1.r {11 ueose ~ l!'llttnose. fructose ~ ma l tcse , and 
sucrose. They also hydrolyzed starch. gelatin, casein, and Tween BO. They 
could not grow at 37 C nor could they reduce nitrate or deam1nat& phenyl-
alatt1ne .. 
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Pair 105 and 2013 produced act<' frorr glucose~ fructose. maltose ami 
sucrose. but not mannose. They ~rew at 37 C,. deamtnated phenyh. bntne and 
hydrolyz~d ~~lattn, casein, and Tween so. These strains also reduced 
nitrate. 
The third sub·group was compo$ed of 3 strains which 119rged toyether 
at 951 S and whfch were rilated to a fourth str•fn at 92i s. Stratnt lll, 
XQ19 and XPlS ware all nlar1ne ba<;ttria which oxidhed glucose, maltose, 
fructose, and mannose. They hydrolyzed starch, gelatin. casefn, and 
Tween 80, but could not reduce nitrate. 
To the right of the last group was another cluster ade Uf) of 11 strains. 
Tbts cluster showed 3 internal sub~groups which could be distinguished at 
the 94~ S ltivel. All strains were marine bacteria which produced acid from 
glucose and hydrolyzed starch. gelatin, casein and Tween SO. These strains 
were odda$t and caitalase positive but did not redure nitrate. The three 
small sub-~roups could be differentiated from ea~h other by their patterns 
of acid production from carbohydrates. 
The next cluster. Group 5, contained all of the fe~ntaUve tyf)es. 
twlbers of this group were an grar4 .. negativa rods motile with a single 
polar flagelltm. They fermented glucose~ mannose. galactose. fructose, 
sorb1te1. e11nnitol, glycerol. maltose} sucrose and hwHn anaerogenically. 
Most strains rt!duced nitrate 100 were oxidase and catalase pos1ttve. All 
members of thtt grou.p became numer1ea11y un1ted at S7S s. IMfde of this 
la.,e group existed 4 ssa11er clustars which were d1stfnct at 94.5~ S. 
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Strains XAl and XA12 are represutatives of sub·9roup 1 Which merged 
together at 941 s. Thru other strains (Y·l7. XQS. XAJ) were attached to 
the edge of thts group. These organisms were all marine types unable to 
grow at 37 t or to hydrolyze gelatin. casein. Tween 80 or starch. 
The second sub·trovp was composed of 3 marine strains, 2 of tfhfch were 
related at Ml s. Strains of this cluster (1614, XT24. XTl) were very active 
on carboh,)'drates. COYld deamtnate l)MnylalaniM and hydrolyze ge1atfn, 
casein, and Tween ao. 
The third sub-group contained 3 marine strains, 111 of which swar11ed 
on agar and formed lateral curly flagella. These 01"91nf1111 were very active 
tuetab01tea11y, being able to hydrolyze starch, gelatin, casein, and Tween 80 .. 
PMnylalantne wts deutinated, tndol was produced. and the y ... p test was 
pcs1t1ve for all llellbers of this tr'Otll>· 
Sub-trouP 4 was the largest. of the groups formed 1n the fennentat1ve 
cluster. Thta sub.group contained 9 strains (XU5 ... lCZ) all of whfclt were 
1ndo1 pos1"v• arul could deuinate pheny1alan1ne.. Starch. gelatin, casein, 
and TweeA 80 were all metabolized as wen a wide variety of carbohydrates. 
Helflbers of thts grovp neither swaf'llld nor formed literal flagella on solid 
.Ota. This sub-t""'P was related to Stab-group 3 at appro"JCfMt•l.Y 931 S. 
A aumertcal analysts of 88 stratns of bacteria basect on 89 physfo· 
logical characters is presented in Figure 5. The stnfns used in tilts 
study were capable of using at least one of the COfJlpOVnds tested as a sole 
r 
carbon and energy t0ttTce. The additional 29 characters determined for thts 
group were bane upofl their growth resPonse to these eoq>QUnds (Table 3). 
After analysis, the collection could be d1v1ded into 4 distinct groups 
whidl Jo1ned together at a value of 751 s. 
Group 1 was composed entirely of fluorescent pseudomonads.. These 
stra1ns were very active metalao11ca11y. be1ng able to grow with a variety 
of carbohydrates, amino acids, or orvanic acids as • sole carbon source 
(Table 3). All stra1u were rather loosely related to each other with 
a. ~inoea and BJ~ sp. C being distinct from each other and 
the rest of the fluorescent strains. 
The sttcond group was relatively 1111111, befng COflPOS•d of only S 
stnins. Two of the strains. 17L3 and 4 .. 9, grew in the T medium, while 
the rest were strictly •r1ne.. This 9roup was metabolically active u judged 
by acid production from carbohydrates as compared to Group 3. but not as 
active 11 Group 1 stratns. Meti>ers of this cluster, however, dfd not 
uttltie ca~ta as carbon sovrces. They grew with a restricted 
n~r of compounds tested as sole carbon and energy sources with alanine, 
1s1>4rtate, glututate. and acetate betng most ced0n1y used. 
Organ1us in Group 3 were marine bacteria which were characterized 
by their generally weak metaboltc activity. Two terrestrial stre1ns. 
c. pnoo14na sand Ao~ sp.,. were attached to the periphery of 
tMs largely marine group. 
Two small sub-groups could be sen inside of Group 3. The f1rst con .. 
tatned 7 stl"lint wh1ch became numerically united at S • 92~. Of these 
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only 3A4 and 1R5 grew tn the T meotum. Members of this sub-group produced 
no acid from carbohydrates and d1d not use any of the sugars as a carbon 
source. All strains were gram-negative rods motile with a single polar 
flagellwu and showed little extracellular enzyme act1Y1ty with the exception 
of strain 11·6. 
The second sub-group consisted of 5 strains. all of wh1ch were 111r1ne 
btcter1a. These organisms were morpholog1ca11y identical to the first 
sub-group but they could both produce actd from and use glucose as 1 carbon 
source. 
Group 4 strains were gram-negative polar monotrichously flagellated 
rods which both fermented glucose anaerogen1cally and vtt11zttd it as 1n 
enerv source.. This cluster appeared rather horBDgeneous with ftO sbarp 
demlrcatioM beiwffn groups of strains. Two s•ll sub-groups could be 
discerned. however. 
The first sub-group contained 4 strains, XAl ... IQ&. Med>ers of this 
cluster were curved rods which grew fn a medhs with acetate or pyruvate 
u the carbon 1ource .. 
The second ,...._roup contained 12 strafns. XCG .. X05, which utflfzed 
glucose as an cmerv source and wMdt were 1ft<io1 and phenylalantne deaminase 
posfttve. Several strains fonaed lateral flagella (101, XD6. XEl au XP46) 
and swanned on the surface of agar plates. 
One strain labeled x. f•l"Olfl,oa did not join any of the groups formed 
and tt showed 1 higher s1m11arfty to two Nrfne strains (XHS and XHS) than 
tt did to any of the terrestrial organisms. 
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from the results of the computer analysis presented tn Figul"es 4 and S 
1t appeared that etrtatn of the groups formed corresponded to recognized 
genera. These groups cowld be distinguished from each other at 84.SS S 
with sub-groups which •Y corres:Poftd to 1ndfv1dual species indicated at 
941 s. 
Of the 5 groups formed 1n Figure 4. at least 3 could be positively 
1dent1f1ed. Group 2 was ntade up entirely of Calobaot.P strains. However, 
not all stalked bacteria fell tnto this group. This cluster contained only 
those strains which produced acid from a number of carbohydrates.. Those 
strains which did not produce acid or dtd so from a 11111ted nuat>er of 
SUiJll'I were found mixed tnto Group 4. 
The fluorescent pseudo•nads comprised Group 3 1ti its entirety. 
'Ptl. ~ apt)eared to be only au•gtnally related to other .-ars of 
the fluorescent group. No other fluorescent pigment-producing strains were 
found in these ctfagnms. 1n41cat1ng a rather close nlat1onshfp 1110npt 
these stra1M. 
Group S contained only the fermentative btct.r'fa which correspen4 to 
the genus Vibrio morphologically and physioloticllly. 
Group 1 was not recovered as a distinct group 1n figure s. This wes 
probably due to the fact that fn Figure 4 Group 1 contatned ooth •ar1ne 
"psewdtmonads 1• and Ahcmobact•tt strains. 
l&lntif1cat1on of strains within Group 4 revealed the presence of a 
variety of genera. In this group were found Cau!obaautt, a.~. 
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Ao~ and c~ species which were both ~~r1ne and terrestrial. 
The relationship amongst members of thb group were obscured by the 
9enera1ly weak b1ochem1cal activity of the stra1ns included here. The 
ahiost complete lack of acid production from carbohydrates coupled with 
the use of the highest link 1Mth0d of group fom.at1on undoubtedly brought 
many of these diverse rnorpholog1ca1 types into one group. On the left-hand 
side of this group. however. were located most of th~ terrestrial bacteria, 
the Cau'lobarisi- and the iUJit.romobaottu strains. On the right-hand sfde of 
thts group were all ~f the aerobic marine bacteria. 
A comparison of the structure of Figures 4 and 5 was n1ade to determine 
if tne add1tfonal features included in Figure 5 influenced the construction 
of the groups fof'W!d. In both Figures 4 and 51' Group 4 appeared essentially 
unchanged except for minor internal rearrangement. Near the center of 
f1gure 4 was another group (11L3·1R5) wh1eh also could be found 1n figure 5. 
On the left of both Figures the same stra.tns (2Hl ... XH8) are found to be 
closely related to none of the other organisms. A •re detailed inspection 
of the figures reVfltaled that essentially all of the groups fonmed in 
figure 4 were found in Figure 5. From these observatfons it seemed that 
the additional features did not alter the results. These extra characters 
have" however. provided slightly lower and probably more accurate S values 
than in figure 4. 
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DISCUSSION 
A classification based on the numerical analysts of 196 cultures of 
marine and terrestrial bacteria showed that the marine bacteria were similar 
to comparable terrestrial bacteri1 (Figures 4 and 5). Similar results we1"e 
also reported by Hansen et aZ. (10) and Colwell end Gochnauer (4). Each 
major physiological group which was recogn12ed tn Chapter 1 was recovered 
as 1 distinct cluster fn this numerical analysis (figures 4 and 5) although 
those groups based upon morphological character1sttcs could not be clearly 
recognized. The genera ca:ut..obaouz-,, h~. Ao~'Ur,, and 
~-.. whfch were phystolog1ca11y but not morphologfcally similar, 
were clustered together at what was proposed as a generic level (841 S)· 
of sfmtlarit,y (Figure 4). Mellbers of the genus Vl.brto, which were pbysfo-
logfc11ly dfstfnct from 111 other strains studied. were recovered as a 
separate homogeneous group as were the fluorescent pseudomonads (Figures 
4 and 5). The fluorescent pseudolionadl clustered separately from all other 
psewdomonads studied (Figures 4 and 5). Tbb was probably due to their 
nutritional versatility and bfochemtcal activity when compared to the other 
pseudotnonacs (Table 3). Marine and te,.restr1a1 Pa~, cau:tobaot•z-.. 
and Aohl'OlllObaotn strains all clustentd together 1n Figures 4 and 5 1nd1-
cat1ng that these bacteria were stm11ar to each other. 
The scoring of the carbohydrate characters based not only as to whether 
or not acid was produced but also as to the method of acid production 
(oxidative vs. fermentat1ve) led to the formation of groups whose mefttlen 
71. 
had a stmilar method of carbohydrate metabolism. Thts was a distinct 
improvement over those numerical analyse• whtch did not use thfs character· 
1sttc. Johnson (13) found both Vibno and .AJaudomona species fn the same 
groups sfnce he assigned only one character to the type of actd ~roduced 
from carbohydrates. Rhodes (31) found 2 of hts Aa~ isolates fn the 
same group as .At. j"tu/J'HllOllM stnce he did not uu the method of acid pro ... 
duct1on from carbohydrates as a character in Ms analysis. Nigel de Silva 
and Holtz (26) found that their Corv1u1baot.enW11 stratns could not be d1s· 
ttngutshed from the Mi.tntobaou'l!'lum strains studted. They too did not include 
the method of acid production as a taxonomic character. Since the taxonomic 
s1gntf1unce cf oxidative vs. fennentat1ve metabolism has been generally 
recognized (12) tMs character should be recorded for each carbonydrate 
used when performing a numrfcal analysis of a heterogeneous collection of 
bacteria .. 
The heavy dependence upon carbohydrate reactions {32/64) ht the analysis 
presented in figure 4 has produced some m1xtn9 of strains from several 
genera. These strains wen all physiologically similar. being distinguished 
from each other only by 1 or 2 morphological features such as the type of 
flagellation and ab111ty to fonr. stalks. This analysts ds not untque tn 
finding pnystologically similar but morpholog1cal1y diverse organisms in 
the sa111 group. Quigley and Colwell (30) found both peritrichously and 
lophotrichously (1-3 flagella) flagellated bacteria fn the same group. This 
group was considered sufficiently similar to another grovp, cf which only 
72. 
631 of the bacteria could be shown to possess f1a9el1a, to be considered 
as a single species. Results such as these probably result f1"'01n not using 
enough morphological characters and relying instead almost entirely on 
physiological data for the construction of taxonomic groups.. Thts 1s 
evident even in the analysis pNsented 1n this thesis since out of a total 
of 89 characten, only 8 were based on morphological observations. It should 
be recognized. then. that s1m11ar1ty values and elasstffcations pt"Oduced 
by numel"fcal taxonom,y studies depend upcm the characteristics determined 
for each stratn.. The perfonance of 1 numerical analysis does not insure 
the production of a sound class1ffcatton. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Taxonomically related bacteria have similar ONA base compositions (11. 
22). Recogntzed specfes of defined bacter1a1 genera have similar DNA b•se 
compos1ttons and thfs similartty has becOG'le an 11q>ortant taxonomic char-
acteristic when used in the c1ass1ffcat1on of baeter1a. If martne bacteria 
are taxonomically related to comparable terre.strtal bacteria they should 
nave si1u1lar i'JNA base eoiupos'ftions. 
Marine bacteria currently elasiffied as pseudobionads have distinctly 
lower DNA base compositions than do terrestrial pseudomonads. Mandel (22) 
found terrestrial psewkm»•tadi to have DrfA base compositions of from 
57 .. 70,; GC while Leitson and Mandel (ls) reported that their mrtne pseudo-
monads hfto base co1Hposttions ranging from 40-iOS GC. Not •11 marine bacteria 
have different Uiilt base COt!pOsitioM than titeir terrestrial counterparts. 
Members of Ute genus Vi.brio {Jl) and Cau'LobMNl' (28} were hoocgeneous wfth 
respect to base compositions regerdless of whether the cultures studied 
were milrine or terrestrfal. 
In this Chapter the nrlA base composition of selected marine bacteria, 
representing the genera &•~. Vi.brio, Cautobaotn, and Aoh'Hmeibaaul', 
w111 be determined. These results will be corupared with published values 
for terrestrial bacteria and taxonOUlic re~ndations based upon their DNA 
base compositions will be made. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Organ1sms selected for ONA base c0fftf)os1t1on analysts were grown 1n 
the ~1 broth at room temperature on a rotary shaker for 24 hr. The cells 
were collected by centrifugation and the ONA extracted and purified by the 
method of Marn.tr (24). The purified ONA was dissolved 1n a 0.15 M saline 
plus 0.015 M tr1sod1WR citf"'lte solution and stfff'ed at 4 C under several 
drops of chloroform vnt11 used. 
The bite C011POSf t1on of DNA. expressed as I GC. was determined by 
the themal denaturatfon method (?5).. All DffA solutions were adjusted 
to a eoncentratfon of mrox1mately 20 pg/ml and pl1ced 1• 3 ml quartz 
cuvettes (type 6001J> w. H .. Kessel to., Chicago,, 111 .).. The solutfo:ns 
were then saturated wfth helium to prewnt tbe fomaticn of bubbles upon 
heattnv and the cuvettes stoppered with Teflon plugs. The ~60 of the 
solutions w.s monitored in a Gilford mo4.iel 2000 reconHag spectrophotometer 
equipped with a c1rculat1ng water btth and t standard temperature probe 
wta11e the temperature was raised l C every 10 min. Further work indicated 
thot gassing of the cuvettes with helium cowld be elt•1nated if the temper-
ature was raised slightly faster. A procedure was then adopted in which 
the temperature was rahed 5 degrees every 10 min. Results obtained by 
this method wen tdentical to those found by the slower heating procedure. 
A sharp increase 1n absorbance occurred 1n the temperature range in 
which the ONA became denatured. Whan no further 1ncrtlase tn •bsorbance 
occurred whtle the temperature was raised. the denaturation process was 
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taken as complete. The absorbanc• at each tenuperature was then divided 
by the ebsorb&nce 1t 25 c and the ratio. the relative absorbance. plotted 
versus the temperature. That temperature which corresponded to one-half 
the increase 1n the relative absorbance was considered the Tm. Ustn9 the 
Tm valves found by this method all S GC values were calculated according 
to the foneul1 i GC • Tm5:4~9·~, 
To determtne the reltab11fty and reprodwefb111t)t of this method under 
the conditions used here two bacterial cultures of known DNA base compo-
sition were Just studted. Cultures IOl and 1R4 were used sfnce their % GC 
values were prevtously reported (18). ONA from each culture was extracted 
on 3 separate occasfons and tts base composf tton determined.. The s GC 
values calculated here were then compared with those previously reported 
and also with themselves. 
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RESULTS 
In three independent trials the DNA of culture XDl showed base compo-
s1t1ons of 45.3, 45.6, and 46.0S GC while that ff"Oll culture lR4 had 68.1. 
60.6. and 60.91 GC. Thfs compared with values of 45.5 and 50.0S GC which 
were determtned by the buoyant density method and reported by Leifson and 
Handel (18). From these results ft ap~red that the method of analysis 
used here was reliable wfth the Tm values being reproducible wfthfn the 
0.5 C range previously proposed (2S). 
When the I Ge of culture XDl was tnf tially determined it wes observed 
that the values were 4i higher than the published values. The fnstruments 
used wen then examined for their 1ccurecy. Attempts were made to calibrate 
the temperature recorded by the temperature probe of the Gilford mctel 2000 
recording spectrophotometer with the actual tetnperature inside the c:uvette 
chamber. After 1nsert1ng a Natfonal Sur•v of Standards thennometer into 
the cuvette chamber the temperature range from 80 .. 95 C was monitored both 
by use of the thermometer afld the machines temperature probe. By thh 
method it wu found that the temperature recorded by tho: ~robe wu 1. 7 C 
htgher than the temperature 1n the chamber. M~ttn the Tm vtlues initially 
calculated for XD1 were reduced by 1.7 C th:! t"etult1ng % GC values w•re 
in close agreement with those reported 1n the literature. All Tf\1 values 
which wer• later detenntned were r-aduced by this amount. 
Approximately 70 culturas cf bact.ria isolated from ma.r1ne sources 
were analyzed with respect to their ONA base cornpos1t1ons by the method 
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of thermal denaturation.. Typical •lttng curves of purified OMA are shown 
tn figures 1 ... 3. 
The ftnt and largest group studied consisted of 35 pelaf" monotrtchously 
flagellated erganisas wh1ch were c1assfff1d as psel#dollonads in Chapter 1. 
The DAA base compositfon$ in this 9roup extem:fed over a large range varying 
from 41.2 - 60t6% GC (Table 9). £iased upon DNA base com,ositions alone 
the pseudomonads could be d1v1dtid fnto 2 smaller ~roupr.. The first group 
had a i Ge of froia 41.2 - 4t1.8 wbile the sncond h"d 5'1.2 - 60.il GC. 
These yroups based on ONA base eornposf tton could also be distinguished 
physto1og1cally as will be shown 1n Chapter 6. Marine bacteria had base 
compositions extending to both ends of this nwae while ttn'fftrial organh• 
only in the upper portion. For el4an1f)le. culture 17L3, which was a terrestrial 
pseudoramad. had a base cooipos1t1on of 53.61 Gt. This value corresponded 
to those fownd fer the marine f}roup a~d was slightly lOWE!r than the 57-70% Ge 
limits previously proposed for the 9em1s a.~ (22) .. 
Three of tbe pseudoarmads stvd1ed wttre inotf1e with Polar n1ltitr1chous 
flagella an4 of these only c_,1tvre 2N5 required Na+ and it had a base compo ... 
sitton of 46.3~ ac. The other z strains,. 3M and 9-12. had base compositions 
of 54.8 1n'1 60.5~ GC respectively (Table 11). Th.: valut detendned hero 
for culture 2t.:5 was wch lower than that found for most terrestrial pseudo-
monads (2i). 
The second yroup constst£( of 22 strains which, 1n Chapter 1. on the 
basis of morpholog1c:al and phys1o1og1ea1 crtter1a, had been identified as 
mealbers of the 9enus Vibl'io. The iitir1ne strains had ONA base ratios ranging 
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fr"OG1 4'• - 52.91 Ge which were nearly ttquf valent to those reported 1n the 
literature for terrestr1a1 vtbMo strains (11.33). In thfs analysis culture 
YB2. a terrestrial Vi.brio, was found to have a GC content of 46.7%. Four 
strains of the oyster pathogen r. ,,.~ were also analyzed wit!t respect 
to their OM base CO!hPOSittons (Table 11).. A I GC of 42. 7 was found for 
ATCC 19106 while ATCt 19105 had 46.21 and ATCC 19107 and 19108 had 47.41. 
C.ma strain of a.~ ~%flt'4a ATCC 14035 was studied and found 
to have a bas• ~stt1on of 4S .. 7i GC (Table 11) whfctt was similar to those 
values found for the Yf.brlo cult~res. 
Three cultures tdent1fted as CauJ.obaotn species exhibited base ratios 
of fJ"OJI 62.4 ... 63.8% GC (Table 11). The one marine strain, 2f25, had a 
i GC of 62.4, wh1ch was s1mtlar to those values found for the terrestrial 
CauZObGOtni str4h1S studied here. 
Several cultvres 1aenttf1ed as ~,. and P~ strains 
were found to have base compositions dtaracter1stic of thefr genus. Strains 
3A5 and XQ73. which were a marfne and a terrestrial A~i- sp •• 
respectively. had 54.8 iJtd iv.OZ GC in their OftA. Two Ftarlob~ 
strains. 3f2 and Sf6. were very siiotlar .. thefr DNA's having 61.l and 63.8~ 
GC (Tab le 11). 
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Figure 1 
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Melting Curve of the DNA from Organism XQ73 
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Figure 3 
Melting Curve of the tNA from Organism 5L2 
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TABLE 9 
% GC of Polar Monotrichously Flagellated Marine 
Bacteria Resembling Pseudomonas 
Strain A Tm % GC Strain A Tm % GC 
-
XR4 0 86.6 41.2 SWl 0 89.6 48.3 
XP3 0 86.8 41.6 XH2 0 89.7 48.5 ! 
i 
XB2 0 87.1 42.3 2F27 89.8 48.8 I 
' XL3 0 87.2 42.5 11-15 0 90.8 51.2 I 
I 
4H8 0 87.3 42.9 7-15 0 91.5 52.9 ! 
' 
Snail G 0 87.4 43.l 1 R5 91.9 53.8 I I 1 
I 
! 
l l -6 87.7 43.8 5L2 92.3 54.8 I 
I 
Snail D 0 88.2 45.0 5-5 92.9 56.2 '. I 
13-8 88.3 45.2 2Kl0 93. l 56.5 I 
XD4 0 88.4 45.5 3-22 OB 93.2 56.9 I I 
OB ! 1G2 88.5 45.7 3-6 94.0 58.8 
. 
! 
Xll 0 88.6 45.9 6-17 0 94.0 58.8 
105 0 88.6 46.0 11L3 94.2 59.3 
1S2 0 88.9 46.7 10-15 0 94.7 60.5 
2N6 0 89.2 47.3 1R4 94.7 60.6 
XE3 0 89.6 48.3 
A - Type of acid produced from carbohydrates 0 - oxidative 
B - Glycerol only - - No reaction 
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TABLE 10 
% GC of Polar Monotrichously Flagellated Marine 
Bacteria Resembling Vibrio 
Strain A Tm % GC Strain A Tm % GC 
-
XFl F 86.5 41.0 XDl F 88.5 45.6 
Xf 7 F 86.5 41.0 XPl F 88.7 46.2 
Y-17 F 86.6 41.1 1C2 F 88.8 46.3 
XF4 F 86.6 41.2 XT23 F 89.5 48. l 
3-5 F 87 .1 42.3 XM14 F 89.7 48.6 
XA3 F 87.l 42.4 4Hl2 F 89.8 48.8 
YC3 F 87.6 43.6 XF7 F 90.3 50.0 
XAl F 87.6 43.6 YC4 F 90.4 50.2 
XA12 F 87.7 43.8 XTl 5 F 90.5 50.5 
Xf 5 F 87.8 44.0 XT6 F 91.5 52.9 
XCl F 88.0 44.5 
A - Type of acid produced from carbohydrates F = Fermentative 
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TABLE 11 
Moles % GC of Bacteria Isolated from Marine Sources 
Strain A B c Tm % GC 
2N5 M L 0 88.8 46.3 
3A6 T L 0 92.3 54.8 Pseudomonas sp. 
9-12 T L 0 94.7 60.5 II 
3A5 M p 0 92.3 54.8 Aahromobacter sp. 
Xq73 T p 0 94.5 60.0 II 
3F2 T p 0 95.1 61.3 Flavobacterium sp. 
5F6 T p 0 96.0 63.6 II 
2F25 M M 95.5 62.4 Caulobacter spp. 
2F8 T M 0 95.6 62.6 II 
2F5 T M 0 96 .1 63.8 II 
19105 M M F 88.7 46.2 Vibrio mercenarius 
19106 M M F 87.2 42.6 ATCC #'s 
19107 M M F 89.2 47.4 II 
19108 M M F 89.2 47.4 II 
19109 M M F 88.5 45.7 II 
YB2 T M F 88.8 46.7 Vibrio sp. 
14035 M M F 88.6 46.0 Ocecraomonas 
14035 M M F 88.5 45.7 alginolytica 
.. + A - Na requirement M = marine T = terrestrial 
B - Flagellation M - polar monotrichous L - lophotrichous 
P - peritrichous 
c - Method of carbohydrate metabolism 0 - oxidative F - fermentative 
- no reaction 
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DISCUSSION 
The results of the UW\ base compostt1ons of ~~ltures belonging to the 
various genera studied in this thests are in good agreement wfth those 
values found in the 11teratur~ (5.11.1e122,33). 
The polarly fligelli1ted aerobic a.ar1n'2 bcicturia could bt: J1vtded tnto 
2 groups based upon tfle1r Ul'<J\ base eompositfo••~ (lat le i): 1) those with 
41.2 ... 48.~ GC; 2) tho$e with 51.Z - 60.61 GC. Shlilar 9roups were found 
by le1f son and Mandel (18) who showad that marine O.cteria had ONA base 
compostt1ons cf fror.' 40 ... so:; GC while sewi ... MAr1ne and terrestrial bacterta 
had b1sa composi ttons ·;;aryiny from fii ... 65l oc. In this thesis no d1stinctton, 
+ based upon quantitative Na require1tients. could ba 1¥~de between 1r.tirinn and 
aemt-mrfne bacteria (Ch•ptf:r 3). 
Mandel (22) swa1ed many species "' the genus l's~ and found 
these to have ONA base c0&ipos1t1ons ranyir.g from bi"'70% CC. The ~ 6C valijes 
of these terrestrial bacteria are cons1derat;1y high~r thari thtse found 1n 
this thesis for either group of •llrtne b1cter1a although there is Se()ft'.ie over-
lapping. of values wtth the h151h " bC marine hactef'h.. 
Sueoka {41) has proposed that if 2 bacteria differ by lOi in the'r 
DAA base coILyosttfon they can have very few ragior.s of ONA 1n toUX)n. This 
1s further substanttattci cy iMpecUon of tt,e limtte of I Gt whfch have been 
proposed for a nua1ber of bacter1ti 1 gener& (11). The ga11us COJ?;?t~a.etmZIJlf 
was rtfJ()rted to have fJNJ, base COfl1J>USi tfons cf frotti 4f»··5$% Ge; Xanthcmona 
r 
fl'Oll 62-681 GC; Ps~ from 57 .. 7os 8Ct. Caulobaotn '"* 62-171 Ge; 
and W.bno from 43-481 Ge. Sf nee genera are COIBPOSed of s11111ar orpntsas 
these values •11 approx1ate the 10I QC Hmtts prepued by Sueoka (41). 
If the ur1ne 11pseudoraonads 111 were to be incorporated 1nto the genus 
.Rt~ the range of base C011pOS1tions fof" this genus would be from 
41-10S Ge. A ,.,.,. of thfs •Pitude cannot be accepted tn vtew of those 
posted by other defined genera. It is recotlllll!Hed, therefore, that the 
marine 61pseu4ollonaa*' be removed from the wenvs a.~ on the basts 
of their DNA base compositions and requirement for Na+. 
A genus created for the polarly flagellated aerobic marine bacteria 
would contain bacteria wb1dt have DNA base compositions varying 1"* 
41-61S Gt.. This raage is st111 wfder than that fovnd h1 most other genera. 
Inspection of the DttA base compostttons of those terrestrial ps~ds 
(l7l3. 3A6) reported tn this thesis (T1bln 9 and 11) shows tbese cultures 
to have base coatpOS1t1ons of 53.i and 54.8 .-.s,.ettvely. These values af't 
beneeth the lower 1 bdts (571 Ge) previously proposed (2t). There ts no 
question that these bacteria belong tn the genus ,,.~ and th1s, in 
effect, widens the S GC renge of the genus~ to 53 .. 7cn; 6C which 
1s almat u wide as that found for C011P1rable 111rfne bacteria (41-611 IC). 
From the results presented in Tables 10 and 11 it appears that ma.rlne 
Mlfbers of the genera ~-ta .. c.~ .. and Vil.>""1 bave DNA bue 
COIJIPOS1t1ons nearly equivalent to tbose reportect here and tn the literature 
(11,22,28,34) for terrestrial members of these geMra .. 
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The DHA bue compositfen of ~ a'tgl.mfl11Hoa was detena1fted 
and foum! to be 45.7i GC (Table 11). TMs ortan111t was• 9ra•nqattve 
rod, aotile with • single polar flagelh•h an4 fermented glucose •aaero-
gen1ca11y. Morpbolog1ca11y and phys1olog1ca11y this culture was very sfmflar 
to the other marine ~ studied here and 1ts s1mflar DHA but compo-. 
stt1on (45.7 venus 41·53S GC} fndicates that this organism could qutte 
easily be incorporated 1nto the genus V"1Jpl.o., 
•• 
CHAPTER 6 
CORRELATION OF THE DHA IAS£ COMPOSITIOH Of MARIN£ BACTERIA WITH SELECTED 
_nt'GIOl.OGICAL CMAAACTERISTICS AHO GROUPS FORMED Bl N~lUCAl.1 ANALYSIS, • 
Le1fson (17) reported that his marine isolates could be dfY1ded into 
3 groups based on their quantfU:tive Na+ requtrements: 1} 111r1ne stratns. 
which required frtmt o.os - 0.2 M la+; 2) semi·•rine strtfns which required 
from 0.001 ... 0.05 M Na•; 3) terrestrial stntns which requind less than 
0.001 M Ha•. In a later study, Letfsoa and Mandel (US) reported that the 
ajortty of potarly flagellated marfne bacteria had DNA base eompostttons 
ran1tng from 40 .. 50s ec wtttlt tbe seat ... rtne and terrestrial st'tains hid 
base compositions varying from 52·651 &c. 
In Tables lZ and 13 are listed the qvanttttttve sa• requ1NIMmta and 
ONA base compositions of a number of polarly n19e1l1ted bacteria wed 1n 
this study. All cultures required Na+. Oft the basis of their 41uantttattve 
Na• requirements these cult"'91 were almost all semt .... r1nt with only 4 
cultures (XP3, 162, SL2, ZK10) deffnftely 1Ht1nt marine. From these results 
+ it 1ppeared that there was u correlat1cm between the quentf tatf v. Na 
requfrement and the I QC of the bacteria studied here althoup the cultures 
could be separated into 2 groups based upon their DNA base compostt1on. 
These groups. as htdfcated 1n Chapter i, Md DliA base compositions of ft"'Oll 
41.6 - 46.8 and 52.9 .. 59.3., Thete were roughly tile same valuas observed 
by Le1fson and Mandel (18) to correspond to •rine and semi .... rfne bacteria 
respectively. 
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Le1fson (17) studied the quant1tattve Ra+ requfl"f!mtftt which hb mrtne 
1sot1tes needed for prompt growth.. In the present stud1 the quartt1tat1ve 
+ Na requirement was cletal'llf ned after 7 days incublttcm. In Chapter 2 ft 
wu shown that extentfecl periods of tnc.,.tfon led to 1 redvcttcm tn the mtnt-
+ + 
.,. Na requtntment. The quant1tat1ve Na requinants presented tn this 
tbes1s were lower than those reported by Le1fson (17) and with these values 
tt was difficult to d1st1ngu1sh marine ,,.. semi-marine bacteria. It 1l)9eers. 
thea. that some of the bacteria which were 11sted as sni-•r1ne in this 
theS1s •Y really be marine. Thts 1ndfcates tut when determining quanti .. 
tltfva Na+ requirements, the technique wst be standardized ustng a short 
incubation period (48 hr) tn order to dffferenttate •r1nt from aemf-mar1ne 
bacteria. 
Even thouth those groups fot"mtd on the basts of ONA base c_,..1t10M 
could not be confirmed by quantitative Na+ requirements other physfolog1ca1 
character1st1es wen found useful tn deserfbtrtg thM (Tll>les 12-15). These 
characters were acid production from carbohydrates. geletin 11qvefact1on. 
hydrolysis of eas•in and Tween 80, and reduction of nitrate.. The ael'Obic 
cultures, Table 14, Wb1ch had OHA base rat1os frosn 41 .. ! .. 48.M IC, were 
able to produce acid from a variety ef carbohydrates and could hydrolyze 
gelatin, casein. and Tween 80, but could not ndvce nitrate. Cultures 
11-6. 13·8 and 162 did not pro4uce acid ff'011'1 carbohydrates but they could 
be recogntnd by their extracelh1l1r enzyM .activity. Those cultures with 
DNA base COllPOSitions of from 51.2 - 60.61 Ge could not hydrolyze gelatin. 
9(). 
casein, or Tween ao. but they reduced nitrate. Most members 1n this group 
did not prodvce acid or dfd so frora only a few carbohydrates. Mo such 
yroupa could be disttnguished tn the fermentat1ve bacteria. 
~ !!••. ff!!P!!f$1.9" ot: 1roun .. ~!.rmed t,s .... the. n9rical ~f!lltf1lt-... 
Correlation of the DNA base compositions of the strains shewn tn Table· 9 
with the grovps fot"lle<C in the computer analys1s (Fi;ure 4) revealed that 
llOSt groups wh1bh were found to be distinct at what was considered the 
generic level (841 S) were hetaogeneous w1th respect to their base cosipo .. 
s1ttons. This lends support to the concept that these groups w~re fndeed 
separate genera. All strains Which weN related at 94% s or above had 
nearly identical base ratios conf1r1111ng the suggestion th•t organisms re-
lated at this value were members of the same species. 
Group 2, C«U%obuUJ1 spp •• had OM base ratios rangtng from 62-67% Ge 
as did th• fluorescent pseudomone.d strains. Strains of Group 5~ 11.bnc 
spp •• exhibited base ratios of from 41-52.91 GC (Table 10). These values 
were all w1th1n tie acceptable 11•1ts for the respecttve >ieAera (11.Z!.28). 
Members of bn>up 4 were slightly more heterogeneous wft~ values ranging 
froa1 41.2 .. 68}; Gt. Several of thf: hfsiher values were due to 1m:lusfon 
of some Caailobaof;a and ~ba.n•P strains in thb group. The pclarly 
flagellated aar1ne types ranged fm« 41.2 - 60.6k GC. Thh range was found 
to be wider th.in that observed in iilOSt other genern. 
Organisms which wertt related at ~4~ ~' o~ above had eompatihltt bu,11 
compositions. Thia ts tllustratEtd cloarly in FirJure 6 fn which the actual 
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I GC values for htd1v1dual strains are shown. This group was taken froa1 
figure 4. Group 4. 
Thts group contained 4 sub-groups wb1ch were all related at 931 S. 
Stratu lM and 1R5 •rged together at 95i S er.ca their base compositions 
wen 61.9 and 60.6 moles s GC respectively. Sub-group 2 strains (3-6, 3 .. z2) 
had 58 .. 9 and 56.81 GC fn the1r DNA's while the range for sub-group 3 
(5-5-ZKlO) was from 54.8 - 59.3J GC. ~ers of svb-9roup 4 had d1stfnctly 
lower base ratios than any of the other sub-groups.. Its members had from 
43.7 - 48.li Gt.. lour strains which dtd not jo1n any of these sub-groups 
exhibited base tomposf t1ons varytng from 41.3 • 62.3% GC. The values pre-
sented for this group fndfeate that a sbdlarfty of at least 94% mwt be 
shown bit.ween 2 strains before they can be considered as one species. 
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Figure 6 
Correlation of DIA Base Coapos1t1on with Groups Formed in the 
Numerical Analyela. 
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TABLE 12 
Correlation of % GC of Marine Bacteria with the Minimum 
and Maximum NaCl Concentrations Permitting Growth 
Minimum Maximum 
Na+ NaCl+ 
Strain A % GC (m/l) (m/l) 
XP3 0 41.6 .176 0.86 
4H8 0 42.9 .022 2.06 
11-6 43.8 .022 2.06 
13-8 45.2 .003 1. 38 
lG2 45.7 .086 0.69 
XD4 0 45.5 .043 2.06 
Xll 0 45.9 .022 2.06 
XWl 0 48.3 .011 2.06 
XH2 0 48.5 .022 1.03 
2F27 48.8 .011 2.06 
7-15 0 52.9 .003 1.72 
5L2 54.8 .086 l.38 
5-5 56.2 .006 2.06 
2Kl0 56.5 .176 l.38 
3-22 OB 56.9 .022 2.06 
3-6 OB 58.8 .022 2.06 
lll3 59.3 .022 2.06 
A - Type of acid produced from carbohydrates 
0 - oxidative - No reaction 
B - Glycerol only 
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TABLE 13 
Correlation of % GC of Fermentative Marine Bacteria with the 
Minimum and Maximum NaCl Concentrations Permitting Growth 
Minimum Maximum 
Na+ Na+ 
Strain A % GC (m/ 1) (m/l) 
XF4 F 41.2 .172 0.67 
3-5 F 42.3 .011 2.06 
XAl F 43.6 .086 1.03 
XCl F 44.5 .086 0.86 
XDl F 45.6 .003 1. 72 
XPl F 46.2 .086 l.03 
4Hl2 F 48.8 .086 1.03 
YC4 F 50.2 .011 1.03 
XT15 F "50.5 .172 1.03 
XT6 F 52.9 .086 1.03 
A - Type of acid produced from carbohydrates. 
F = Fermentative 
! I . 
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TABLE 14 
Correlation of % GC of Marine Bacteria with 
Selected Physiological Characteristics 
Gelatin 
lique- Casein Tween 80 Nitrate 
Strain % GC A faction hydrolysis hydrolysis reduction 
XR4 41.2 0 + + + 
XP3 41.6 0 + + + 
XB2 42.3 0 + + + 
XL3 42.5 0 + + + 
4H8 42.9 0 + + + 
Snail G 43 .1 0 + + + 
11-6 43.8 + + + 
Snail D 45.0 0 + + + 
13-8 45.2 + + + 
XP4 45.5 0 + + + 
1G2 45.7 + + + + 
Xll 45.9 0 + + + 
105 46.0 0 + + + + 
102 46.7 0 + + + 
2N6 47.3 0 + + + 
XE3 48.3 0 + + + 
XWl 48.3 0 + + + 
XH2 48.5 0 + + + + 
2F27 48.8 + + + 
11-15 51.2 0 + 
7-15 52.9 0 + 
lR5 53.8 
5L2 54.8 + 
5-5 56.2 + 
2Kl0 56.5 + 
3-22 56.9 oB + + 
3-6 58.8 QB + 
6-17 58.8 0 + + 
lll3 59.3 + 
10-15 60.5 0 + 
lR4 60.6 + 
A - Type of acid produced from carbohydrates 
0 - oxidative - No reaction 
B - Glycerol only 
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TABLE 15 
Correlation of % GC of Fermentative Marine Bacteria 
with Selected Physiological Characteristics 
Gelatin 
lique- Casein Tween 80 Nitrate 
Strain % GC 0-F Glucose faction hydrolysis hydrolysis reduction 
--
XFl 41.0 F 
XF7 41.0 F + + 
Y-17 41.1 F + + 
XF4 41.2 F + 
3-5 42.3 F + + + 
XA3 42.4 F + + 
YC3 43.6 F + 
XAl 43.6 F + 
XA12 43.8 F + 
XF5 44.0 F + 
XCl 44.5 F + + + + 
XDl 45.6 F + + + + 
XPl 46.2 F + + + + 
1C2 46.3 F + + + + 
XT23 48. l F + 
XN14 48.6 F + 
4Hl2 48.8 F + + + + 
XF7 50.0 F + 
YC4 50.2 F + + + + 
XTl 5 50.5 F + 
XT6 52.9 F + 
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CHAPTER 7 
The results of thts invest11atton clearly show the relatfonshfp of 
111rine to terrestrial 1>1cter1e. Based on the morphol091eal an4 phys1olog1cal 
data presented 1n Chapter 1, marine bacteria were found to be related to 
~rail 1 e t.errutr1e 1 bacteria at the genus level wt th th• only re•d11y 
detectable physfologtcal cl1fferuce between them being • requirement for 
+ Ha by the marine blcterfa. 
The urtnimu11 Na+ requt...-nt of marine bacteria was found to be quali-
tatively stable yet quant1Ut1vely variable. Ho non-Na+ reqv1r1tll •tants 
of marine bact.erta could be 11ol1ted after use of 1111 of the proeectures 
reportecl to do 10 (Cbapter 2). ProlonpCll storage of cultures cltd, however, 
reduce the minimum Na+ reqv1NMnt of those 111r1ne bacteria which or1gfna11y 
reqvtred o.043 M It+ or less. This rectuctton was larte ...,. to allow 
growth in a T •dh• making it mst difficult to d1st1aguts.h the •rine 
from the terrestrial bacteria whfdt did not Nf,fU1nt Na•. This undoubtedly 
was the uae observation reported by Zolell and Uptl• (45) only they ascribed 
the abt11ty of their marine bactef'tt to grow in a complex terrestrial medium 
containing low levels of contuinatfng NaCl to a loss of the Na• requtrement. 
Tbe urine b•cterta studied here could not. on the basts of their quan-
titative Ha+ l'tMluif"fillMnts, be dtvfded into the arine u4 semf-Nr1ne groups 
of Letfson (17). This was probtbly due to a dfffereMe in tectm'fqves 
f8. 
accordfag to whtch this requi...-nt was assayed (Ch1pter 2). Most of the 
values reportect 1n Chapter 2 corresponded to tttose of the semi-marine group 
of Lef fson wf th only a few strafns belonginv to the marine group (Table 4). 
The polarly flagellated fennentat1ve bacteria hid higher qU&Rtitatf¥e Na+ 
Nqu1reMnts than aid the aerobic bacteria. This ts an fntenst1nt observa .. 
tion stnee the fel'llentat1ve bacteria are closely associated with marine 
plant and animal lffe while the aerobic btctet"11 are the most common type 
found fn seawater (17). 
In the ft\Merfcal analysis presented 1n Chapter 3 most of the major 
pttysfologieal groups ncognfzed tn Chapter 1 wre recovered as distinct 
clusten. Th1s wes achieved throuth the scoring of carbohydrate characters 
not only as to whether aef d was pn>duad but also as to whether the acid 
was produced oxf d-"+.~vely or fermentatfvely. This was an 111provuent over 
other aumertcal analyses 1n that ott1y bacteria wfth a similar method of 
acid profiction from carboh,ydrates were 1ncluded in one group. Althoqh 
the strains of each group were phystolog1cally h01109eneous they were not 
•lwtYS mrphologtca11y s1m11ar. Thus 1n Ffgure 4, Catilobaot•l' and A.o1u!omo-
baoMP cultwes were foutKt mixed with terrestrial pseudomonads. This implies 
that too llHh emphasis was placed on such phys1oleg1cal cn1u-ecten as carbo-
hydrate metabelbttlt fn whfch mst of thtt genera wre very similar. and not 
enough emphasis on 110rpkolog1cal ch•racteristfe:s. More characters dealing 
with MOrpbologtcal aspects. suds as flagel1at1cm, should nav. been included 
ht this analysts to belp differentiate the genera studied from each other .. 
99. 
From the results of the nt1111er1cal analysts presente4 in this study it is 
obvious that the structure of th various groups fonied depends \JPOft the 
c.hat'lcters used in ca1cu11t1ng the s1m1lar1ty v•lues. It ts important, then, 
that the characters used provide an evenly balanced l!Of'Pholog1ca1 and J)h1Sfo-
lo9i(al dttscr1pt1on since simply perfona1nt a numerical analysis does not 
ensure the pf'Oduc:tion of a good class1ffcation. 
The results of the DNA base COlllPOtft1on analyses of marine members of 
the gtMra WJnrti.o,, Ca:uf.obaota, and~,. are tn good agreement 
with prev1otiS1Y reported values (11 .ta,33). Since the marine --.n of 
these gen.era are also n>rpholog1cally and phys1olot1ca11y similar to ter· 
restr1a1 species of these genera there appeared to be no reason for not 
including both terrestrial and marine strains in each of these 11Mr1. The 
requirement for Na• by the mar1M bacteria should prove useful as a guide 
in spechtfon. 
The po1arly flagellated aem'lc mri~ bacteria were morpho1og.fcally 
and pt&ysiologfcally similar to UM terrestrta1 pseudOllOMds yet they had 
MUeh lower DNA bate coaposittons (Chatter 4). Since taxonot:nfcally related 
bacteria have similar DNA base COtftPOSf t1ons it was recOAnen~d that these 
marine bactert a be rm110ved from the genus Pesudomontta. Tho requirement for 
+ Ma by these bacteria can be used as a character1st1c used to separate these 
marine bacteria from the terrestrial pseudomonads at the genus level. 
It was concluded then that the requirement for Ha+ by marine bacteria 
was a stable characterfst1c useful in the c1assff1cat1on of these organisms. 
100. 
In the genera v-tbn", Caut.obactn" and Aeh'P(Jr;zt:ibaot6P, ft was shown to be 
helpful 1n d1fferent1attng between species, since tt was found that both 
urtne and terrestrial representattves of these genera were very stm11ar. 
The polarly flagellated aerobic i~r1ne bacteria were considered distinct 
from the terrestrial pseudomonads based on their DNA basi:! c~sitions. 
The requirement for na• was found to be a ustful taxonomic character in 
distinguishing theu1 from mefl'lbers of the genus Paeud0JJ1D1taa. 
1Gl. 
A total of 196 cultures of marine and terrastr1a1 bacteria represent ... 
1Rf; the genera~" COMJobaot#,, Vtbrl.o,, ~tlllUP,, and nttllO ... 
beUPi.&1111 were studied with respect to their morphology, physfol09y, and 
DNA base COMPOS1t1ons fn an attempt to dete.rmfne the relationshtp between 
111rtne and terrestrta1 bacterta. 
On Uta basts of 110rphology and physiology. marfne bacterta were shown 
to be generically related to comparable terrestrial bacteria. 
All urtne btcter11 were shown to requt re NI+ for growth while no 
terrestrial bacteria required tbts ion. No dtst1ncticm1 could be made 
amongst marine bacteria on the basis of thetr quant1t.at1ve Ml+ requirement 
althOtljh the polarly flagellated fermeatattve bacteria required higher Na• 
levels for trowtb than dtd the aerobic bacteria (0.016 n. 0 .. 022). The 
Na+ requt,...nt of merine bacteria was found to be qua11tattvely stable 
although tt wu qantftat1vely variable, betng reduced either by growth 
in a T medium or by periods of storage of up to 6 •nths. 
The relattonsbtp between marine and terrestrial bacterta was studied 
through the use of nU111rfc1l tuOftOllllY.. In this analysis every carbohyclrate 
character was scored not only ff acid was produced but also as te the type 
of actd produced (oxidative vs. fel"Mfttattve). This was done to fnsvre 
that all _..,. of each group that was forliled had a s111i1ar •thod of 
carbohydrate metabo11P. Five greups were formed. of which 3 could be 
pos1t1vely identified. Group 2 corresponded to the gem11 Caiobaotn while 
102. 
&rowp 3 was composed entirely of fluorescent pseu~nads. Group 5 contained 
all of the fermentat1ve bacteria identified as Y~ species. &revp 4 
was mainly composed of polarly flagellated aerobic artne bacteria but also 
contatned some terrestrtal Caait.obtlri•P. AohronrobaouP, and J\t~ 
cultura. From these results tt was concluded that the polarly f1egellated 
urine bacteria were distinct from the terrestrial fluorescent pseudomonads 
but s1•11ar to the other pseudomonads studied. Marine bacteria identified 
as C.Zobaria and A.tihHlltobtllllN1t species were 1110 found to be s1m11ar to 
terrestrial memben of these genera. All groups were dfst1nct at tbe 84% s 
level and thts was taken as a generic level of sfmflartt.r. A species level 
of sfmi11r1ty ws fndfcated at 931 s. 
Polarly flagellated aerobic ar1ne bacteria could be ctivt•d tnte 
2 groups based on their DNA base compostthms: 1) 41.6 - 41.U ttc; 
2) 52-611 GC.. Since these bacteria could be differentiated from the ter-
restrial pseudomoudl by thef .. requirement for Na+ and DNA Nse compositions. 
tt was recetm1nded that they be removed frotli the fet1US ~. 
Marine lllUlben of the genera vlJ:nt.U>. Catilobttlfl'klll. and A~aotn. 
had DH.A base compo11t1ons very s11111ar to terrestrial l'ltfthn of these 
gemtra and no taxoftOflie revfsions were suggested. C.anonmae a'J.gi.no'l.11'ttoa. 
was shown to be •'11holog1eally an4 phystologically shdlar to _.,.. of 
the genus V-tlntlo. Its sfm11ar ONA base composftton sunested that this 
culture could be reclassified as a member of the genus ~. 
lOJ .. 
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